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Chapter 1
Introduction
The discovery of the Top quark at the Fermilab in 1995 signed a funda-
mental experimental step in the validation of the Standard Model theory,
setting the last piece in the puzzle of the standard fermionic description
of the matter. The discovery of the Top arrived 18 years after that of its
iso-doublet partner, the Bottom quark; the reason for this long waiting is,
at the same time, the most spectacular characteristic of the Top, its very
large mass. With 175 GeV , more than 35 times the mass of the Bottom, it
is by far the heaviest known particle.
At a first glance, in the Standard Model context, the Top could seem just
another quark, and a quite "boring" particle: it decays with a very short
lifetime before forming hadrons, and the decay channel is almost unique
(t → Wb). Moreover the element Vtb of the CKM matrix is completely de-
termined by the unitarity of the matrix.
But a deeper sight reveals that our information about the Top is still largely
incomplete, many properties of this particle have to be tested with a rea-
sonable accuracy, and many intriguing questions are open.
The reason of the large mass splitting in the third family of quark between
the Top and the Bottom has still to be understood; the large mass of the
Top is what really distinguishes this particle, reserving it a special role in
the Standard Model: the Top mass of 175 GeV is indeed close to the elec-
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troweak scale, and the Top is the only fermion in the Standard Model for
which the coupling with the Higgs boson is sizable. This fact suggests
that the Top could play a leading role in the mechanism of the electroweak
symmetry breaking.
Several properties of the Top quark have already been studied at the Teva-
tron, but these measurements are limited by the small available statistics
up to now; in particlar we lack a detailed analysis of the electroweak prop-
erties of the Top, and many possibilities of non Standard Model physics
related to the Top quark are open (non standard couplings of the Top,
new decay channels involving non Standard Particles, as the neutralino
in SUSY theories ... ).
In the next years the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) will hopefully provide
some answers: in fact the LHC will be a Top factory, with about 8 milions
of Top-Antitop and a fewmilions of single Top production events per year
(at low luminosity 10fb−1/year) [1]. This will allow an accurate study of
the Top properties, on the basis of a large statistic.
In particular the Top quark will be produced at the LHC both in pair tt¯
and singly: the tt¯ production is the dominant channel, mediated by the
strong interaction (the dominant partonic process is gg → tt¯, with a small
contribution of the qq¯ partonic initial state).
Moreover a significant number of Top quarks will be produced singly, via
the charged weak interaction: this kind of processes is an extraordinary
chance to study the electroweak properties of the Top, and, in some sce-
narios, could be a window to the physics beyond the the Standard Model.
1.1 Single Top production at LHC
At the LHC there are three separate processes with a sizable cross sec-
tion for the single Top production; all these processes involve the weak
charge current and the vertexWtb.
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process: t-channel s-channel Wt tt¯
σ(pb): 245± 27 10.2± 0.7 51± 9 ∼ 800
Table 1.1: Total cross sections (pb) for single-Top quark production and Top quark pair
production at the LHC, formt = 175±2GeV. The NLO t-channel cross section is from [2].
The NLO s-channel cross section is from [3]. The cross section for the tW process is
from [4]; it is leading order, with a subset of the NLO corrections included. The uncer-
tainties are due to variation of the factorisation and renormalisation scales; uncertainty
in the parton distribution functions; and uncertainty in the Top quark mass (2 GeV).
1. t-channel: it involves the exchange of a space-likeW gauge boson in
the t-channel; it is expected to be the dominant process, with a cross
section of about one third of that of the strong tt¯ production. The
process is also known as gluon-W fusion, because the initial bottom
quark arises from a gluon in the proton sea splitting in a bb¯ pair.
2. s-channel: it is the process obtained "rotating" the diagram describ-
ing the t-channel: a time-like W gauge boson is exchanged in the
s-channel. It is expected to be the process with the smallest cross
section, of order of few pb.
3. tW associated production: the Single Top is produced with a real W
gauge boson in the final state. Like the t-channel, the process is ini-
tiated by a bottom parton quark.
The cross section for the three processes at LO with the NLO QCD correc-
tions are reported in table 1.1. The relevance of the process of single Top
production at LHC and the motivations for this study have already been
stressed by several authors.
The single Top production is the main source of information about the Top
weak interaction, and a privileged laboratory to understand the symme-
try breaking in the weak sector. The single Top quarks are expected to be
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produced nearly 100% polarized due to the V − A structure of the weak
interaction [5], [6], [7]. Deviations from this Standard Model prediction
should be observable at LHC.
For all the three processes the cross section is proportional to the square
modulus of the Vtb element of the CKM matrix; at the hadronic colliders
the single Top processes provide the only known way to measure directly
this parameter. Since the value of Vtb is predicted in the SM framework by
the assumption of unitarity of the CKM matrix (and three generations of
quarks), this measure is a fundamental test for the SM structure. Roughly
any deviation from the expected prediction for Vtb < 1 would decrease
the cross sections by a factor |Vtb|2 for all the three processes; clearly the
presence of three simultaneous decreases would therefore be a strong in-
dication for the presence of some new physics beyond the SM.
In general the Single Top production could be sensitive to a wide range
of new physics effects: the already mentioned deviations from the CKM
unitarity, non standard couplings of the Top, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13], FCNC
interactions [14] [15] [16] , the presence of extra gauge bosons [17] [18] -
[19] [20] [21] [22] or charged Higgs particles [23], and again loop effects
by non Standard Model particles [24] [25] [26] [27]. Each mode of sin-
gle Top production responds differently in the various scenarios, giving at
least a hint of which form of new physic is working behind.
Finally the single Top is a significant background for many other signals,
and the precise determination of the backgrounds is a fundamental step in
the search of new physics.
To realize this challenging program of measurements and tests, two in-
dependent requests must be met: the first one is obviously a precise ex-
perimental measurement of the various observables, the second is a simi-
larly accurate theoretical prediction. Given the ambitious goal of the LHC
Top quark working group of measuring the various cross sections with an
overall uncertainty between the 5 and the 10%, from the theoretical point
of view a complete NLO calculation seems to be requested.
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1.2 This thesis
In this thesis we present the results of the calculation of the one-loop
electroweak corrections for the processes of t-channel and tW associated
production. We calculated the corrections working both in the SM and in
the minimal supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model analysing
the effect of the corrections on several observables, trying to understand
whether deviations from the standard model prediction due to the pres-
ence of the SUSY particles in the loops could be observable.
Technically speaking the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents
in the first part a very brief introduction of the supersymmetric model and
explains our notation and conventions. The second part is dedicated to
an outline of the analytical and numerical methods, used in the analysis of
the two processes. Chapter 3 reports the results for the tW production: the
first part of the chapter is dedicated to the analysis of the pure electroweak
component of the one-loop correction, while in the second part we try to
extend our analysis including the effect of the hard photon emission and
an estimate of the SUSY QCD effect, with the aim to provide a "one-loop
complete" analysis of the process. In Chapter 4 we describe the results for
the t-channel: in the first part we present the analysis of the dominant par-
tonic sub-process, and in the second we complete the analysis including
all the partonic sub-processes. The inclusion of the hard photon emission
is still under work.
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Chapter 2
Methods
The first part of this chapter is devoted to a brief review of the Minimal
Supersymmetric Standard Model; it is mainly intended to be a reference
to our notation and conventions in the supersymmetric framework and a
brief review of the mSUGRA scenario, used in the numerical evaluation.
2.1 The MSSM
TheMinimal Supersymmetric StandardModel (MSSM) is the simplest,
phenomenologically reasonable, supersymmetric extension of the Stan-
dard Model (SM).
Since for phenomenological reasons we cannot identify any couple of su-
perpartners in the SM spectrum, to obtain a SUSY invariant version of the
Theory it is necessary to double the field content of the SM, adding the
proper scalar or fermionic partner to the ordinary particle. Moreover one
needs to extend the SMHiggs sector: the analyticity property of the super-
potential and the cancellation of the anomalies require, at least, two Higgs
doublets.
The minimal particle content defining the MSSM results to be:
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Scalars Fermions U(1) charge
LI =
(
ν˜I
e˜−IL
)
ΨIL =
(
νI
e−I
)
L
−1
RI = e˜+IR Ψ
I
R = (e
−I
L )
c 2
QI =
(
u˜I
d˜IL
)
ΨIQ =
(
uI
dI
)
L
1
3
DI = d˜I⋆R Ψ
I
D = (d
I
L)
c 2
3
U I = u˜I⋆R Ψ
I
U = (u
I
L)
c −4
3
H1 =
(
H11
H12
)
Ψ1H =
(
Ψ1H1
Ψ1H2
)
−1
H2 =
(
H21
H22
)
Ψ2H =
(
Ψ2H1
Ψ2H2
)
1
where the SU(3) indices are not written explicitly and I = 1, 2, 3 is the
family index. We assume that Q quarks and squarks are QCD triplets, D
and U fields - QCD antitriplets. As a further condition we require that
the model respects the lepton and baryon number conservation: this can
be obtained by imposing the so called R-parity conservation; R-parity is a
multiplicative quantum number defined as:
R = (−1)L+3B+2S (2.1)
where L and B are the lepton and baryon quantum numbers, and S is the
spin quantum number; particles with odd R-parity are the "supersymmet-
ric particles". The conservation of the R-parity has deep phenomenologi-
cal consequences: it implies that in collider experiments the superparticles
can be produced only in pairs, and the lightest supersymmetric particle be-
comes stable, providing, in the case of a neutral weak interacting particle,
a natural candidate for the Dark Matter.
The assumptions of minimal content and R-parity conservation determine
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completely the globally supersymmetric lagrangian.
2.1.1 SUSY breaking
We know from observation that, at low energy, supersymmetry must
be a broken symmetry. From a theoretical point of view one expects SUSY
to be an exact symmetry of nature, broken spontaneously at some high
energy scale (i.e. the lagrangian density of the model should be SUSY in-
variant, but the vacuum state should not). Despite the large number of
proposed models, the description of the SUSY breaking remains a chal-
lenging task, and always involves the extension of the MSSM.
Admitting our ignorance, in the MSSM the problem is solved with a very
practical attitude, introducing by hand in the lagrangian soft SUSY break-
ing terms. "Soft" means that these terms do not reintroduce quadratic di-
vergences in the theory, preserving the hierarchy between the electroweak
and the unification scale; the allowed terms are all the gauge invariant op-
erators of positive (2 or 3) mass dimensions. One can think of these parts
of the lagrangian as an effective theory, parameterizing at low energy the
real unknown process of the SUSY breaking. The soft breaking terms are:
1. Mass terms for the scalar fields
−m2H1H1⋆i H1i −m2H2H2⋆i H2i − (m2L)IJLI⋆i LJi − (m2R)IJRI⋆RJ
−(m2Q)IJQI⋆i QJi − (m2D)IJDI⋆DJ − (m2U )IJU I⋆UJ (2.2)
2. Mass terms for gauginos
1
2
M1λBλB +
1
2
M2λ
i
Aλ
i
A +
1
2
M3λ
a
Gλ
a
G +H.c. (2.3)
3. Bi- and trilinear couplings of the scalar fields corresponding to the Yukawa
terms in the superpotential
m212ǫijH
1
iH
2
j + ǫijA
IJ
l H
1
i L
I
jR
J + ǫijA
IJ
d H
1
iQ
I
jD
J +
ǫijA
IJ
u H
2
iQ
I
jU
J +H.c. (2.4)
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2.1.2 The physical spectrum
The physical spectrum of the MSSM is obtained as usual developing
the electroweak symmetry breaking process: both Higgs doublets can have
a non zero vacuum expectation value, but the values of v1 and v2 are con-
strained by the condition that they should reproduce the proper value for
the gauge boson masses:
< H1 >=
1√
2
(
v1
0
)
< H2 >=
1√
2
(
0
v2
)
(2.5)
MZ =
e
2sW cW
(
v21 + v
2
2
) 1
2 (2.6)
MW =
e
2sW
(
v21 + v
2
2
) 1
2 (2.7)
tan β =
v2
v1
(2.8)
1. Higgs Particles
After the electroweak symmetry breaking we obtain, from the initial
8 degrees of freedom, 3 Goldston bosons G0,H±2 (≡ G±) (eaten in the
Physical gauge as longitudinal components of the Z and W gauge
bosons) and 5 physical mass eingenstates. The relation between the
gauge and physical states are given by:
(a) Charged scalars
M2
H±
1
=M2W +m
2
H1
+m2H2 + 2|µ|2 (2.9)
(
H1⋆2
H21
)
= ZH
(
H+1
H+2
)
(2.10)
ZH =
(
v21 + v
2
2
)− 1
2
(
v2 −v1
v1 v2
)
(2.11)
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(b) Neutral scalars "Scalar" particles H0i , i = 1, 2, defined as:
√
2ℜH ii = Z ijRH0j + vi (no sum over i)
The matrix ZR and the masses of H
0
i can be obtained by diago-
nalizing theM2R matrix
ZTR
 −m212 v2v1 + e2v214s2W c2W m212 − e2v1v24s2W c2W
m212 − e
2v1v2
4s2
W
c2
W
−m212 v1v2 +
e2v2
2
4s2
W
c2
W
ZR =
(
M2
H0
1
0
0 M2
H0
2
)
(2.12)
"Pseudoscalar" particles A0i , i = 1, 2:
√
2ℑH ii = Z ijHA0j (no sum over i)
A01(≡ A0) has mass M2A = m2H1 + m2H2 + 2|µ|2, and A02(≡ G0) is
the massless Goldstone boson which disappears in the unitary
gauge. The ZH matrix is the same as in the case of the charged
Higgs bosons.
2. Neutralinos and Charginos
Four two-component spinors (the neutral higgsinos and the neutral
weak gauginos) mix to form four Majorana fermions, called Neu-
tralinos χ0i , i = 1 . . . 4.
The mixing is given by the ZN matrices
ZTN

M1 0
−ev1
2cW
ev2
2cW
0 M2
ev1
2sW
−ev2
2sW
−ev1
2cW
ev1
2sW
0 −µ
ev2
2cW
−ev2
2sW
−µ 0
ZN =

Mχ0
1
0
. . .
0 Mχ0
4

(2.13)
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The charged componet of the Higgsinos and the chargedWinos com-
bine in two mass eingenstates, the Charginos χ1, χ2. The mixing is
described by the unitary matices Z+ and Z−
(Z−)
T
(
M2
ev2√
2sW
ev1√
2sW
µ
)
Z+ =
(
Mχ1 0
0 Mχ2
)
(2.14)
3. Gluinos
The gluinos, the fermionic superpartner of the gluons, are a colored
octet, and cannot mix.
4. Squark and Sleptons
In the general case the mass eingenstates for the squark and sleptons
are obtained by the diagonalization of three 6 × 6 matrices for up,
down squarks and charged sleptons; the mixing of the sneutrinos is
described by a 3× 3matrix.
Fields LI2 and R
I mix to give six charged sleptons Li, i = 1 . . . 6:
LI2 = Z
Ii⋆
L L
−
i R
I = Z
(I+3)i
L L
+
i (2.15)
Z†L
(
(M2L)LL (M2L)LR
(M2L)†LR (M2L)RR
)
ZL =

M2L1 0
. . .
0 M2L6
 (2.16)
(M2L)LL = e2(v21 − v22)(1− 2c2W )8s2W c2W 1ˆ + v
2
1Y
2
l
2
+ (m2L)
T (2.17)
(M2L)RR = −e2(v21 − v22)4c2W 1ˆ + v
2
1Y
2
l
2
+m2R (2.18)(M2L)LR = 1√2
(
v2(Ylµ
⋆ −A′l) + v1Al
)
(2.19)
Fields QI1 and U
I turn into six up squarks Ui.
QI1 = Z
Ii
U U
+
i U
I = Z
(I+3)i⋆
U U
−
i (2.20)
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ZTU
(
(M2U)LL (M2U)LR
(M2U)†LR (M2U)RR
)
Z⋆U =

M2U1 0
. . .
0 M2U6
 (2.21)
(M2U)LL = −e2(v21 − v22)(1− 4c2W )24s2W c2W 1ˆ + v
2
2Y
2
u
2
+ (Km2QK
†)T
(2.22)(M2U)RR = e2(v21 − v22)6c2W 1ˆ + v
2
2Y
2
u
2
+m2U (2.23)(M2U)LR = − 1√2
(
v1(A
′
u + Yuµ
⋆) + v2Au
)
(2.24)
Six down-squarks Di composed from fields Q
I
2 and D
I :
QI2 = Z
Ii⋆
D D
−
i D
I = Z
(I+3)i
D D
+
i (2.25)
Z†D
(
(M2D)LL (M2D)LR
(M2D)†LR (M2D)RR
)
ZD =

M2D1 0
. . .
0 M2D6
 (2.26)
(M2D)LL = −e2(v21 − v22)(1 + 2c2W )24s2W c2W 1ˆ + v
2
1Y
2
d
2
+ (m2Q)
T (2.27)
(M2D)RR = −e2(v21 − v22)12c2W 1ˆ + v
2
1Y
2
d
2
+m2D (2.28)(M2D)LR = 1√2
(
v2(Ydµ
⋆ −A′d) + v1Ad
)
(2.29)
Three complex scalar fields LI1 form three sneutrino mass eigenstates ν˜
I
with masses given by diagonalization of a matrixM2ν :
LI1 = Z
IJ
ν ν˜
J (2.30)
Z†νM2νZν =

M2ν1 0
. . .
0 M2ν3
 (2.31)
M2ν =
e2(v21 − v22)
8s2W c
2
W
1ˆ +m2L (2.32)
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The complete physical spectrum of the MSSM results to be
Photon Fµ
Gauge bosons Z0µ,W
±
µ
Gluons gaµ a = 1 . . . 8
Gluinos ΛaG a = 1 . . . 8 (Majorana)
Charginos χi i = 1, 2 (Dirac)
Neutralinos χ0i i = 1 . . . 4 (Majorana)
Neutrinos νI I = 1 . . . 3 (Dirac)
Electrons eI I = 1 . . . 3 (Dirac)
Quarks uI , dI I = 1 . . . 3 (Dirac)
Sneutrinos ν˜I I = 1 . . . 3
Selectrons L±i i = 1 . . . 6
Squarks U±i , D
±
i i = 1 . . . 6
Higgs particles:
charged H±1 (≡ H±)
neutral “scalar” H01 , H
0
2 (≡ H, h)
neutral “pseudoscalar” A01 (≡ A0)
2.2 mSUGRA
The MSSM as formulated above, contains a very large number of free
new parameters, most of them introduced in the soft breaking part of the
lagrangian. In the general case, a careful count reveals 105 new unknown
parameters, in addition to the 19 of the SM. This large number of param-
eters seems to make it extremely difficult to deal with the MSSM, intro-
ducing a large arbitrariness in the Lagrangian and completely spoiling the
predictivity of the model. In addition one should analyse and constrain
carefully the new parameters space to avoid phenomenological problems:
for example the new phases in the models constitute a source of possibly
dangerous CP violation and the general mixing in the squark sector allows
FCNC interactions.
These problems can be highly reduced by imposing some boundary condi-
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tions at some unification scale and making a phenomenologically reason-
able hypothesis on the mechanism behind the supersymmetry breaking.
Here we present the so called mSUGRA scenario that we used in our nu-
merical evaluation.
The basic idea is that the supersymmetry breaking occurs in a "hidden sec-
tor" which comunicates with the visible sector through the gravitational
interaction only. In this context we can set some natural assumptions for
the couplings and the masses at the unification scale; in detail these unifi-
cation and universality hypotheses are:
1. Gauge coupling unification
α1(MU ) = α2(MU ) = α3(MU) = αU (2.33)
This equation is not really an assumption, since the gauge coupling
unification is a result in the MSSM; one can think of this relation as
the definition of the Unification scaleMU .
2. Unification of the gaugino masses
M1(MU) =M2(MU ) = M3(MU ) = m1/2 (2.34)
3. Universal scalar masses, both for Higgs particles and sfermions
MQ˜(MU) =Mu˜R(MU) =Mu˜R(MU) =
Ml˜R(MU) = MHu(MU) =MHd(MU) = m0 (2.35)
4. Universal trilinear coupling A0
Au(MU) = Ad(MU) = Al(MU) = A0 (2.36)
Using these assumptions the supersymmetric sector is described at the
GUT scale by the three parameters M1/2, m0, A0, with the addition of the
bilinear coupling B and the Higgs-higgsino mass parameter µ.
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From a phenomenological point of view themSUGRA framework presents
the advantage of forbidding the most dangerous sources of CP violation
and FCNC interactions, and also it highly simplifies the parameterization
of the model: the evolution of the soft parameters down to the electroweak
scale using the renormalization group equations allows us to completely
determine the MSSM spectrum and mixing angles starting from five pa-
rameters.
In addition one has to consider the conditions for the minimization of the
Higgs scalar potential: the first condition can be solved for |µ|, the second
for B; therefore in the mSUGRA scheme we have only four continuous
and one discrete free paremeters:
tanβ, m1/2, m0, A0, sign(µ) (2.37)
2.3 Analytical and numerical methods
In this second part we present some technical details of the analytical
and numerical evaluation of the tW and t-channel cross sections, our con-
ventions and notation.
2.3.1 One-loop analytical calculation: definitions and con-
ventions
It is well known that the integrals appearing in the evaluation of the
one-loop diagrams can be analytically performed using the Feynman pa-
rameterization. In the view of a numerical evaluation exploiting the stan-
dard available libraries, it is however convenient to reduce the results of
each diagram in terms of the Passarino-Veltman functions.
We use the standard definition for a R-rank tensorial integral (in a n-di-
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mensional space)
A(m1) =
(2πµ)2ǫ
iπ2
∫
dnk
N1
= m21
(
∆− ln m
2
1
µ2
+ 1
)
(2.38)
[B0, B
µ, Bµν ](12) =
(2πµ)2ǫ
iπ2
∫
dnk [1, kµ, kµkν ]
N1N2
(2.39)
[C0, C
µ, Cµν , Cµνρ](123) =
(2πµ)2ǫ
iπ2
∫
dnk [1, kµ, kµkν , kµkνkρ]
N1N2N3
(2.40)
[D0, D
µ, Dµν , Dµνρ](1234) =
(2πµ)2ǫ
iπ2
∫
dnk [1, kµ, kµkν , kµkνkρ]
N1N2N3N4
(2.41)
with
n = 4− 2ǫ , ∆ = 1
ǫ
− γE + ln(4π) (2.42)
N1 = k
2 −m21 + iǫ
N2 = (k + p1)
2 −m22 + iǫ
N3 = (k + p1 + p2)
2 −m23 + iǫ
N4 = (k + p1 + p2 + p3)
2 −m24 + iǫ (2.43)
and where µ is the renormalization scale parameter introduced to keep the
correct integral dimension in a n-dimensional space. In these definitions
all the external momenta are incoming.
The tensorial integrals can be re-expressed as a linear combination of ten-
sorial objects built with the momenta kµi , the metric gµ,ν and the scalar
Passarino-Veltman functions. Following the standard decomposition we
obtain
Bµ(12) = pµ1B1(12)
Bµν(12) = pµ1p
ν
1B21(12) + g
µνB22(12)
Bj(12) = Bj(p
2
1;m1, m2) = Bj(p
2
2;m1, m2) (2.44)
Cµ(123) = pµ1C11(123) + p
µ
2C12(123)
Cµν(123) = pµ1p
ν
1C21(123) + p
µ
2p
ν
2C22(123)
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+(pµ1p
ν
2 + p
µ
2p
ν
1)C23(123) + g
µνC24(123)
Cµνρ(123) =
∑
i=1,2
C00i(123)(g
µνpρi + g
νρpµi + g
µρpνi ) +∑
i,j,k=1,2
Cijk(123)p
µ
i p
ν
jp
ρ
k
Cj(123) = Cj(p
2
1, p
2
2, p
2
3;m1, m2, m3) (2.45)
Dµ(1234) = pµ1D11(1234) + p
µ
2D12(1234) + p
µ
3D13(1234
Dµν(1234) = pµ1p
ν
1D21(1234) + p
µ
2p
ν
2D22(1234) + p
µ
3p
ν
3D23(1234)
+(pµ1p
ν
2 + p
µ
2p
ν
1)D24(1234) + (p
µ
1p
ν
3 + p
µ
3p
ν
1)D25(1234)
+(pµ2p
ν
3 + p
µ
3p
ν
2)D26(1234) + g
µνD27(1234)
Dµνρ(1234) =
∑
i=1,2,3
D00i(1234)(g
µνpρi + g
νρpµi + g
µρpνi ) +∑
i,j,k=1,2,3
Dijk(1234)p
µ
i p
ν
jp
ρ
k
Dj(1234) = Dj(p
2
1, p
2
2, p
2
3, p
2
4, (p1 + p2)
2, (p2 + p3)
2;m1, m2, m3, m4)
(2.46)
2.3.2 One loop analytical calculation: tests
Since both processes for the single Top production involve at one-loop
a very large number of Feynman diagrams, the analytical results have
been tested very carefully: as a first test we checked analytically the cancel-
lation of the UVdivergences. However, since the only divergent Passarino-
Veltman functions are the B... and the C24, this test involves a limited part
of the calculation. As second and more constraining test we checked the
asymptotic Sudakov expansion of the amplitude: The Sudakov expression
for an observable can be schematically represented as follows:
O =
∑
i
ai(O) log2 s
M2i
+
∑
i
bi(O) log s
M2i
+ . . . (2.47)
with a leading double-logarithmDL term and a subleading single-logarithm
term SL; the dots represent constant (i.e. energies independent) and sub-
subleading terms. The fundamental point is that the coefficients of the DL
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and SL terms can be obtained in two ways: the first and simplest one is
to follow the procedure descripted in [1], where simple rules have been
found to derive the two coefficients of the leading and sublading terms.
The second way is to start from the complete analytical expression of the
amplitude in terms of Passarino-Veltman (PV) functions, and then to use
their asymptotic expansion at the leading logarithmic level as derived in
[2]. Obviously the two results should match. Beside the physical validity
of the approximation (which has to be studied case by case), the Sudakov
approximation provides a strong analytical test for the amplitude: starting
from the approximation of the Passarino-Veltman functions, a very precise
matching of the various diagrams involved in the one-loop calculation is
needed, in order to reproduce the correct results for the two coefficients.
The details of the analytical asymptotic expansion for the two processes
are given in the appendixes A and B.
2.3.3 Numerical methods
For the numerical evaluation of the cross sections of the tW and t-
channel we wrote two independent C++ codes. The codes reproduce the
analytical results for the one-loop calculation in the SM and in the MSSM,
with few simplifying assumptions for the MSSM parameters:
1. We do not allow the general mixing in the squark sector, assuming a
minimal flavor violation scenario: the mixing is limited to the third
family of squark and slepton; the physical states are obtained from a
mixing of the chiral fields q˜n, n = L,R, such that
AL,Ri (q˜a) = RanA
L,R
i (q˜n) (2.48)
with
R1L = R2R = cos θq R1R = −R2L = sin θq (2.49)
where q are the third family squark t˜, b˜. An analogous equation holds
for the stau sleptons.
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2. The mixing matrices for the charginos Z± and neutralinos ZN are as-
sumed to be real.
For the evaluation of the one-loop integrals we use the package Loop-
Tools []: it allows the evaluations of 1- 2- 3- 4-point scalar and tenso-
rial integral. In the LoopTools package the ultraviolet divergences are
dimensionally regularized using two (dependent) parameters ∆ and µ:
∆ = 2/(4− n) + γE + log 4Π is the proper divergent part, µ is the dimen-
sionful parameter used to keep the integral mass dimension identical in
all dimensions n. The UV finiteness of an expression can be easily tested
varying the numerical value of these parameters and checkingwhether the
result is the same, up to the numerical precision. The infrared divergences
arising from diagrams with virtual photons are regularized by LoopTools
introducing a photon mass λ: since the package treats λ as an infinitesimal
quantity only the log λ terms are kept. Including the soft photon emission
we checked the cancellation of the infrared divergences (i.e. the results
must be λ independent) for both processes: the details are given in a dedi-
cated subsection in the following chapters.
mSUGRA benchmark points
As anticipated we chose the mSUGRA scenario for a numerical evalu-
ation of the supersymmetric corrections: starting from the five input pa-
rameters
tanβ, m1/2, m0, A0, sign(µ) (2.50)
we used the available program SUSPECT [3] to obtain the low energy
spectrum and the mixing angles; we outline that the mSUGRA scheme is
used only to produce a suitable set of input parameters: the programs,
reproducing the analytical MSSM calculation, are "independent" of the
mSUGRA scenario, and the calculation of the one-loop effect can be per-
formed in other or more general scenarios. We have examined four bench-
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mark points (choices of the five mSUGRA parameters) that appeared to us
suited for our analysis. More precisely, we have retained representative
points whose SUSY masses values are not light ( but not even dramatically
large) and also points whose masses are, conversely, light (in our language,
lighter than, say, 400-500 GeV). Also, we have used points whose only es-
sential difference is the value of tan β, that is allowed to become definitely
large (50) in one of the two cases and still appreciable (10) in the second
one. The first two points are the ATLAS DC2 SU1 and SU6 points [4]; the
remaining two points are the LS1, LS2 where LS stands for Light SUSY.
To make the reasons of our choice evident, we have given in Tab. (2.1) the
values of the various SUSY masses, and of tanβ, that correspond to the
four choices. One sees that the first two points correspond to a not light
choice, with two different values of tan β; for the last two points, a light
SUSY scenario is assumed, with, again, two different tan β values.
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SU1 SU6 LS1 LS2
m0 70 320 300 300
m1/2 350 375 150 150
A0 0 0 -500 -500
tan β 10 50 10 50
µ/|µ| 1 1 1 1
α -0.110 -0.0212 -0.109 -0.015
M1 144.2 155.8 60.1 60.6
M2 270.1 291.3 114.8 115.9
µ 474.4 496.6 329.7 309.3
H± 534.3 401.7 450.4 228.9
H0 528.3 392.5 442.5 211.1
h0 114.6 115.7 111.4 110.8
A0 527.9 392.5 443.4 212.0
χ±1 262.8 289.3 108.0 111.1
χ±2 495.3 514.8 350.1 329.4
χ01 140.1 153.0 57.38 58.92
χ02 263.1 289.4 108.5 111.3
χ03 479.2 501.0 335.3 315.8
χ04 495.4 514.0 348.7 326.5
SU1 SU6 LS1 LS2
l˜L 253.3 412.3 321.0 321.2
l˜R 157.6 353.4 308.7 308.7
ν˜e 241.0 404.8 311.3 311.3
τ˜L 149.6 195.8 297.1 078.1
τ˜R 256.1 399.2 323.8 282.5
ν˜τ 240.3 362.5 308.4 243.6
u˜L 762.9 870.5 459.8 460.2
u˜R 732.9 840.7 451.9 452.3
d˜L 766.9 874.0 466.4 467.0
d˜R 730.2 837.8 452.8 453.2
t˜1 562.5 631.5 213.3 223.6
t˜2 755.8 796.9 462.9 431.3
b˜1 701.0 713.7 380.6 304.0
b˜2 730.2 787.6 449.1 401.7
θτ 1.366 1.133 1.091 1.117
θb 0.3619 0.7837 0.184 0.653
θt 1.070 1.050 1.016 0.9313
Table 2.1: Table of spectra for the various benchmark points. All entries
with the dimension of a mass are expressed in GeV. The spectra have been
computed with the code SUSPECT [3].
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Chapter 3
Associated tW production
3.1 Introduction
This chapter is dedicated to the analysis of the so called "Associated
Production", where the single Top quark is produced, via the weak in-
teraction, with a real W gauge boson in the final state. The main goal is
provide a complete description of the one loop electroweak correction for
this process, both in the Standard Model context and in the Minimal Su-
persymmetric Standard Model.
This process is also known in the literature as "gluon fusion", since the
Feynman diagrams describing the process at the born partonic level can
be drawn as:

b
b
g1
g2 t
b¯
W−

b
t
g1
g2 t
b¯
W−
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However this description of the process, with two gluons in the initial state
and a three bodies tW b¯ final state, makes the computation of the partonic
amplitude problematic: if we consider the two gluons as initial partons,
since the initial gluon splitting in the bb¯ pairs produces large logarithms
in the collinear region, the perturbative character of the calculation would
be spoiled; to restore the perturbative description of the process the right
strategy is consider a 2 → 2 "exclusive" process, where the bottom quark
is promoted to the role of initial parton, defining a parton density for the b
(and b¯) quark inside the proton sea.

b
b
b pdf
g t
W−

b
t
b pdf
g t
W−
In this way the collinear b¯ component is already enclosed as a QCD NLO
correction to the bottom quark distribution function, and the tW produc-
tion is described at the partonic level by the process bg → tW [1]. In our
treatment we will only consider the one-loop electroweak effects.
3.2 Kinematics, amplitude and cross section
We define the momenta of the parton particles as
pb = (Eb; 0, 0, p) pt = (Et; p
′ sin θ, 0, p′ cos θ) (3.1)
pg = (p; 0, 0,−p) pW = (EW ;−p′ sin θ, 0,−p′ cos θ) (3.2)
where
p =
s−m2b
2
√
s
p′ =
√
E2t −m2t =
√
E2W −M2W (3.3)
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The Mandelstam variables are defined as usual
s = (pb + pg)
2 = (pW + pt)
2, u = (pb − pW )2 = (pg − pt)2 (3.4)
and we define in the s-channel and u-channel respectively:
q = pg + pb = pW + pt s = q
2 q′ = pt − pg = pb − pW u = q′2 (3.5)
In our treatment we will consider the Born level and the one-loop elec-
troweak contributions to the Amplitude
A(gb→ Wt) = ABorn(gb→Wt) + A1−loop(gb→Wt) (3.6)
These invariant amplitudes can be expressed in terms of specific invariant
forms (Ii); defining
Iiη ≡ IiPη (3.7)
where we use the notation PL,R
PL = (1− γ5)/2 PR = (1 + γ5)/2 (3.8)
for the usual projectors with the chirality η = −1,+1 forL,R, we canwrite:
A =
∑
i,η
Nηi u¯(t)Iiηu(b) (3.9)
The invariant form are explicitly defined as:
1. s-channel invariant forms: The s-channel Born term and one-loop cor-
rections involve the four invariant forms:
Is1 = ǫ/q/e/ I
s
2 = ǫ/e/ I
s
3 = ǫ.ptq/e/ I
s
4 = ǫ.pte/ (3.10)
where q/ = qµγ
µ; note that that Is3 , I
s
4 only contribute to longitudinal
W boson.
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2. u-channel invariant forms: The u-channel Born term, its its counter
terms, self energies and triangle corrections involve the six invariant
forms:
Iu1 = e/q/
′ǫ/ Iu2 = e/ǫ/ I
u
3 = e.ptǫ/ I
u
4 = e.ptq/
′ǫ/
Iu5 = ǫ.pbe/ I
u
6 = ǫ.pbe/q/
′ (3.11)
3. Invariant forms for box corrections:
IBox1 = (ǫ.e) I
Box
2 = (ǫ.epg/ ) I
Box
3 = (ǫ/e/) I
Box
4 = (ǫ/pg/ e/) I
Box
5 = (e/ǫ.pg)
IBox6 = (e/ǫ.pb) I
Box
7 = (ǫ/e.pt) I
Box
8 = (ǫ.pge.pt) I
Box
9 = (ǫ.pbe.pt)
IBox10 = (ǫ.pge.ptpg/ ) I
Box
11 = (ǫ.pbe.ptpg/ ) I
Box
12 = (ǫ.pge/pg/ )
IBox13 = (ǫ.pbe/pg/ ) I
Box
14 = (e.ptǫ/pg/ ) (3.12)
In the equation 3.9 the Nηi are functions of s and θ and of the couplings, as
given by the Feynman diagrams and
Fλµτµ′ =
∑
i,η
Nηi u¯(t)Iiηu(b)(λµτµ
′) (3.13)
are the invariant helicity amplitudes, denoted as Fλµτµ′ , where λ = ±12 ,
µ = ±1, τ ± 1
2
, µ′ = ±1, 0 are the helicity of b, g, t,W respectively.
It is convenient to factorize out the common colour factor λ
l
2
from the am-
plitude. We will always do it, so that, with the colour sum∑
col
Tr(
λl
2
λl
2
) = 4 (3.14)
and the previous conventions, the cross section for the partonic process
(averaged on gluon and b spins and colours) is given by
dσ
d cos θ
=
β ′
768πsβ
∑
λµτµ′
|Fλµτµ′ |2 (3.15)
with
β ′ =
2p′√
s
β =
2p√
s
(3.16)
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3.3 The amplitude
3.3.1 Born level
The two Born diagrams represented in the next Figure are an s-channel
b quark exchange and a u-channel t quark exchange.

g1
b t
W−

g1
b W−
t
We obtain for the Born level amplitude:
ABorn(gb→Wt) = egs
sW
√
2
u¯(t)[
ǫ/PL(q/+mb)e/
s−m2b
+
e/(q′/ +mt)ǫ/PL
u−m2t
]u(b) (3.17)
e, ǫ are the gluon andW polarization vectors respectively.
3.3.2 One-loop description
The treatment of the one-loop corrections involves a very large num-
ber of diagrams: a list of the generic diagrams (i.e. diagrams with virtual
particles left unspecified apart from their spin) is shown in Fig. (3.1) as
produced by FeynArts [2]. We shall choose the on-shell renormalization
scheme and define the following classes of one-loop diagrams:
1. Self-energies
2. Counter-terms
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3. Vertex corrections
4. Box diagrams
b g → t W
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Figure 3.1: Generic diagrams for the process bg → tW−. We list only vertex and box
corrections. The labels S, F, V denote generic particles with spin 0, 1/2, and 1
3.3.3 Self energies and counterterms
For the counterterms associated to the b, t, and W lines we need the
expressions for the self-energy functions of the quarks and gauge bosons,
taking both the SM and the supersymmetric contributions in the loops
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(sfermions, Higgs, neutralinos and charginos). The b and t quark propa-
gators are also modified by self-energy functions of s and u. Starting with
the s-channel, we can rewrite the amplitude using the invariant forms
Is1L,R = ǫ/q/e/PL,R I
s
2L,R = ǫ/e/PL,R (3.18)
and obtaining
A =
∑
η
{N s η1 Is1η +N s η2 Is2η} (3.19)
where
N s L1 =
egs√
2sW (s−m2b)
{1 + δZW1 − δZW2 +
1
2
δΨW +
1
2
δΨt
+
3
2
δZbL +
1
2
δZtL −
s
s−m2b
(ΣbL(s) + δZ
b
L)
− m
2
b
s−m2b
(ΣbR(s) + δZ
b
R)−
2m2b
s−m2b
[ΣbS(s)
−1
2
(δZbL + δZ
b
R)−
δmb
mb
]} (3.20)
N s R1 = 0 N
s L
2 = 0 (3.21)
N s R2 =
egsmb√
2sW (s−m2b)
{1 + δZW1 − δZW2 +
1
2
δΨW +
1
2
δΨt
+
1
2
δZbL +
1
2
δZtL + δZ
b
R −
s
s−m2b
(ΣbR(s) + δZ
b
R + Σ
b
L(s) + δZ
b
L)
− s +m
2
b
s−m2b
[ΣbS(s)−
1
2
(δZbL + δZ
b
R)−
δmb
mb
]} (3.22)
In the u-channel, we have
Iu1L,R = e/q/
′ǫ/PL,R I
u
2L,R = e/ǫ/PL,R (3.23)
and write
A =
∑
η
{Nu η1 Iu1η +Nu η2 Iu2η} (3.24)
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with
Nu L1 =
egs√
2sW (u−m2t )
{1 + δZW1 − δZW2 +
1
2
δΨW +
1
2
δΨt
+
3
2
δZtL +
1
2
δZbL −
u
u−m2t
(ΣtL(u) + δZ
t
L)
− m
2
t
u−m2t
(ΣtR(u) + δZ
t
R)
− 2m
2
t
u−m2t
[ΣtS(u)−
1
2
(δZtL + δZ
t
R)−
δmt
mt
]} (3.25)
Nu R1 = 0 N
u R
2 = 0 (3.26)
Nu L2 =
egsmt√
2sW (u−m2t )
{1 + δZW1 − δZW2 +
1
2
δΨW +
1
2
δΨt
+
1
2
δZbL +
1
2
δZtL + δZ
t
R −
u
u−m2t
(ΣtR(u) + δZ
t
R + Σ
t
L(u) + δZ
t
L)
− u+m
2
t
u−m2t
[ΣtS(u)−
1
2
(δZtL + δZ
t
R)−
δmt
mt
]} (3.27)
For the various counterterms we obtain the following explicit expressions
in terms of self-energies. First, we have the divergent quark wave function
renormalizations
δZbL = δZ
t
L ≡ δZL = −ΣbL(m2b)−m2b [Σ
′b
L(m
2
b) + Σ
′b
R(m
2
b) + 2Σ
′b
S (m
2
b)] (3.28)
δZbR = −ΣbR(m2b)−m2b [Σ
′b
L(m
2
b) + Σ
′b
R(m
2
b) + 2Σ
′b
S (m
2
b)] (3.29)
δZtR = δZL + Σ
t
L(m
2
t )− ΣtR(m2t ) (3.30)
Then, we have the finite wave-function renormalization
δΨt = −{ΣtL(m2t ) + δZL +m2t [Σ
′t
L(m
2
t ) + Σ
′t
R(m
2
t ) + 2Σ
′t
S(m
2
t )]} (3.31)
The similar terms for theW gauge boson are
δZW1 − δZW2 =
ΣγZ(0)
sW cWM2Z
(3.32)
δZW2 = −Σ
′γγ(0) + 2
cW
sWM
2
Z
ΣγZ(0) +
c2W
s2W
[
δM2Z
M2Z
− δM
2
W
M2W
] (3.33)
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and
δΨW = −Σ′WW (M2W ) = −{Σ
′WW (M2W ) + δZ
W
2 } (3.34)
Finally, we list the mass counterterms
δM2W = ReΣ
WW (M2W ) δM
2
Z = ReΣ
ZZ(M2Z) (3.35)
δmb =
mb
2
Re[ΣbL(m
2
b) + Σ
b
R(m
2
b) + 2Σ
b
S(m
2
b)] (3.36)
δmt =
mt
2
Re[ΣtL(m
2
t ) + Σ
t
R(m
2
t ) + 2Σ
t
S(m
2
t )] (3.37)
3.3.4 Vertex corrections and boxes diagrams
The next two classes of diagrams involve the triangle-like vertex cor-
rections and box diagrams. Schematically we can further subdivide them
as follows (q stands for b or t quarks, V for γ, Z,W , H for neutral or
charged Higgses or Goldstone particles, χ for chargino or neutralino):
1. Initial s-channel triangles connected to the intermediate b quark: (V qq),
(Hqq), (χq˜q˜);
2. Final s-channel triangles connected to the intermediate b quark: (btV ),
(HHq), (b˜t˜χ) (V V q), (HV q), (V Hq), (btH), (χχq˜);
3. Up u-channel triangles connected to the intermediate t quark: (qqV ),
(qqH), (q˜q˜χ),
4. Down u-channel triangles connected to the intermediate t quark: (tbV ),
(tbH), (χχq˜), (V V q), (V Hq), (HV q), (HHq), (t˜b˜χ);
5. Direct boxes: (b˜b˜t˜χ0), (bbtV ), (bbtH);
6. Crossed boxes: (qqV V ), (qqV H), (qqHV ), (qqHH), (q˜q˜χχ);
7. Twisted boxes: (ttV b), (ttHb), (t˜t˜χ0b˜).
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The notation corresponds to the clockwise ordering of the internal par-
ticles inside the diagrams. All the one-loop corrections have been com-
puted using the Passarino-Veltman functions formalism: the obtained an-
alytical results have been tested checking analytically and numerically the
cancellation of the UV divergent terms. Divergent terms appear in the self
energy functions Σ(k2), (and so in the various counterterms) and in the
various triangles. Box corrections are convergent (as one can simply see
by power counting). We checked the cancellation when summing all of
these terms, both analytically and numerically in the program. This can-
cellation occurs in several independent sectors (gauge, Higgs, SM, SUSY).
As a further test of our results we checked, from the analytical expression
of the diagrams in terms of Passarino-Veltman function, that our results
lead to the correct Sudakov logarithmic terms.
3.3.5 Cancellation of IR divergences
QED radiation effects are usually split into a soft part containing the
potential IR singular terms, and a hard part including the emission of pho-
tons with energy not small compared to the process energy scale. In this
brief section, we discuss the soft emission and the detailed cancellation of
IR divergences that occurs when it is combined with virtual photon ex-
changes. Let us denote by ABorn and A1loop any invariant helicity scatter-
ing amplitude evaluated at Born or one-loop level. Let us also denote by
λ the photon mass acting as an IR regulator. The IR cancellation between
(soft) real radiation and virtual photon exchange holds in every helicity
channel separately and we have checked it numerically. It reads(ABorn)2 (1 + α
2π
δs
)
+ 2ABorn A1loop = finite as λ→ 0 (3.38)
where, in the above expressions, δS is the correction factor taking into ac-
count the emission of soft real photons with energy from λ up to Emaxγ <<√
s. The explicit expression for δS can be found, for instance, in [3]. In
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practice the above relation follows from the eikonal factorization
A1loop = −ABorn α
4π
δs + regular terms as λ→ 0 (3.39)
It is possible to split further the above factorization property. Indeed, the
singular part of the radiation factor has the form
δS = log
λ
Emaxγ
∑
i,j
δi,jS + regular terms as λ→ 0 (3.40)
where i and j runs over the initial/final charged particles, i.e. (bt), (bW),
and (tW). There are two types of contributions: the diagonal ones with
i = j and the off diagonal ones with i 6= j [3]. Now, the matching between
the singular log λ in the l.h.s. and r.h.s. of Eq. (3.39) can be checked in two
independent steps as follows
1. the diagonal radiation terms i = j match the IR divergence in the
counterterms associated to the i-th external line [4].
2. the off-diagonal radiation terms i 6= j match the IR divergence in the
diagrams obtained connecting in all ways the i-th and j-th external
lines with a virtual photon. This operation produces both triangle
and box diagrams.
As a final comment, we remark that gauge invariance is crucial to can-
cel all non factoring contributions associated to the final W line as dis-
cussed in [5].
3.4 Results
In this section we present our numerical results for the SM and for the
four supersymmetric benchmark points.
Technically speaking the section is divided in two main parts: in the first
one we present the results for the effect of the "pure" one-loop electroweak
contribution to some physical reasonable observables; "pure" means that
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we include in the numerical evaluation the electroweak one-loop diagrams
only, adding the soft photon radiation to achieve the cancellation of the IR
divergences. In this part the QED soft photon contribution is computed
assuming an upper value of the soft photon energy ∆E = 0.1 GeV.
In the second part we try to give a more realistic analysis, combining our
results with the calculation of the hard photon emission (pure QED) and
an estimation of the SUSY QCD effect, as computed in [6].
3.4.1 Electroweak effects
Effect in the distribution dσ
ds
Starting from the partonic cross section for bg → tW , we define as usual
the invariant mass distribution as
dσ(PP → tW− +X)
ds
=
1
S
∫ cos θmax
cos θmin
d cos θ [ Lbg
dσbg→tW−
d cos θ
(s) ] (3.41)
where τ = s
S
, and Lbg is the parton process luminosity.
Lbg =
∫ y¯max
y¯min
dy¯ [ b(x)g(
τ
x
) + g(x)b(
τ
x
) ] (3.42)
where S is the total pp c.m. energy, and i(x) are the distributions of the
parton i inside the proton with a momentum fraction, x =
√
s
S
ey¯, related
to the rapidity y¯ of the tW system [6]. The parton distribution functions
are the latest NNLO MRST (Martin, Roberts, Stirling, Thorne) set avail-
able on [7]. The limits of integrations for y¯ depends on the cuts. We have
chosen a maximal rapidity Y = 2 and a minimum pT : pT,min = 15GeV . The
relations between Y , pT,min and the integration limits are briefly discussed
in the appendix C.
Note that at this stage, including in dσ
ds
the electroweak part only, we can
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identify the initial partons center of mass energy with the invariant mass
MtW of the final state, the difference between these quantities being a non
electroweak effect (NLO QCD and hard photon emission). The transition
from the first quantity to the second one can be performed using the avail-
able suitable event generators, like for instance PYTHIA [9].
In Figure 3.2 we show the results for the relative effect for the four choices
of MSSM points compared with the SM effect: the main feature emerging
at a first sight is that the difference between the SM and MSSM effect (i.e.
the genuine supersymmetric contribution) is relatively small, between the
2-4 % for all the four benchmark points, with a maximum value reached
for the SU6 set. The supersymmetric diagrams give a systematically pos-
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Figure 3.2: MSSM and SM one-loop effect in the distribution dσ
ds
in the four considered
scenarios.
itive contribution in all the invariant mass range. In view of the expected
experimental accuracy, also imagining a very optimistic scenario, it will
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probably be impossible to detect a deviation from the standard model pre-
diction measuring the differential distribution.
Nevertheless the "global" (SM or SM + SUSY contributions) effect of the
one-loop diagrams is sizable; as one can see, starting from positive values
in the low energy region the percentual effect changes sign, remaining sys-
tematically negative in the high energy range, reaching values of order of
the −10% around the 1 TeV . It is interesting to note that in the SM case the
overall effect in the total integrated rate is practically vanishing, because
of the almost exact compensation between the positive and negative con-
tributions in the low and high region respectively.
Partially integrated cross sections
Keeping in mind this fact, a possibly promising strategy to detect a su-
persymmetric effect is to consider partially integrated cross sections: more
precisely in Figure 3.3 we show the plot for the partial rate, i.e. the one
obtained by integrating the differential cross section from the production
threshold to a given final invariant mass. The figure reports as illustrative
example the SU6 case, where we obtain the highest effect. With the choice
of a relatively small cut off for the integral (400− 500 GeV could be a suit-
able choice), one works in the low energy region, where the effect of the
SM and the pure MSSM have the same sign; as one can see in this region
the MSSM effect on the partial rate reaches a 6%, that could be possibly
relevant in an experimental measurement, while the standard model SM
reaches the 2%. Also the effect is positive, therefore not possibly due to
those violations of the CKM matrix structures leading to a smaller value
for Vtb.
Moreover the idea to deal with partially integrated cross sections is ap-
pealing also for an experimental point of view: at least in the first years
of the LHC running the partially/total rates will be more easily accessible
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Figure 3.3: Integrated cross section (from threshold up to MmaxtW ) in the soft-photon
approximation.
observable than the differential distribution, with the additional advan-
tage that in the low energies range the problem of detecting cleanly the
signal in the presence of the tt¯ background is highly reduced.
Polarized observables
In the tW− production, at the LHC, it will be possible, in principle, to
measure the polarization of the two particles in the final state [10]. This
fact allows to consider the definition of new polarized observables, and to
define the relative asymmetries.
We premise that for this kind of measurements a detailed experimental
analysis is still missing, so what follows has to be taken as a theoretical re-
sult or a possible proposal. The advantages of considering ratios of cross
sections are known: this kind of observables should be in principle free of
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several systematic experimental errors, of several QCD effects and uncer-
tainties (same parton distributions functions, same NLO corrections), and
again it should be unaffected by the photon radiation.
The first possibility is to perform a measure of the Top polarization: we
define the cross sections for left/right handed Top production, denoted as
dσL,R/ds, and with these definitions the LR asymmetry is
ALR(s) =
σL(s)− σR(s)
σL(s) + σR(s)
, with σL,R(s) =
∫ s
E2
threshold
dσL,R
ds′
ds′. (3.43)
Figure (3.4) shows the values of ALR at variable
√
s. One sees that, con-
sidering a realistic value (e.g.
√
s = 500 GeV), the one-loop effect on the
asymmetry reaches in all considered SUSY scenarios an absolute value of
slightly less than 1 %. This number should be compared with the realis-
tic overall uncertainty. For the reasons we have discussed previously, we
expect essentially a dominance of the purely statistical experimental error,
whose size will depend on the available integrated luminosity. Lacking a
dedicated experimental analysis, we can use as a guidance the preliminary
quoted value (for a different single Top production process, the t-channel
one) of [10], that is a (mainly statistical) four percent.
Defining two quantities that are the analogous of Eq. (3.43) and, starting
from them we have introduce the transverse-longitudinal asymmetry, de-
fined as
ATL(s) =
σWT (s)− σWL(s)
σWT (s) + σWL(s)
, with σWT,L(s) =
∫ s
E2
threshold
dσWT,L
ds′
ds′. (3.44)
The numerical values of ATL are shown in Fig . (3.6). In all cases the one-
loop effect at the point
√
s = 500GeV has an absolute value of about 0.5%.
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Figure 3.4: Born value and MSSM/SM one-loop effect in the asymmetry ALR in the
four considered scenarios SU1, SU6, LS1, LS2. The cross sections entering ALR are inte-
grated from threshold up to
√
s.
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Figure 3.6: Born value and MSSM/SM one-loop effect in the asymmetry ATL in the
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Figure 3.7: PercentualMSSMand SM one-loop effect in the asymmetryATL in the four
considered scenarios SU1, SU6, LS1, LS2. The cross sections entering ATL are integrated
from threshold up to
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3.4.2 Adding the hard photon radiation and QCD
Starting from the results of the previous section the aim of this second
part is to give a "complete" and more realistic description of the tW pro-
cess, combining our results with those for the QED hard photon emission
and for the QCD and SUSY QCD corrections. The following paragraphs
contain a brief review and discussion of the pure QED part (computed by
G. Montagna, F. Piccinini and C. C. Calame), and a summary of the re-
sults for the Standard and SUSY QCD. Keeping in mind the discussion
about the advantages of considering partially integrated cross sections as
meaningfull observables, we will try to extend the analysis to the com-
plete one-loop contribution, with the aim to propose an optimal threshold
choice for the (possible) detection of non standard effects, combining the
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requests of a maximal effect and a minimum (theoretical and experimen-
tal) uncertainty.
In the view of including the QCD and hard photon QED parts we update
the definition of our starting observable, the invariant mass distribution:
dσ(pp→ tW− +X)
dMtW
=
∫
dx1 dx2 d cos θ [ b(x1, µ)g(x2, µ) + g(x1, µ)b(x2, µ) ]
× dσbg→tW−
d cos θ
δ(
√
x1x2S −MtW ) , (3.45)
with the same notation of Eq 3.41.
QED radiation
The O(α) electroweak corrections include contributions from virtual
and from real photon emission. The virtual photon exchange diagrams
belong to the complete set of electroweak virtual corrections, and are ne-
cessary for the gauge invariance of the final result. The singularities as-
sociated with the massless nature of the photon have been regularized
by introducing a small photon mass mγ . The real radiation contribution
has been split into a soft part, derived within the eikonal approximation,
where the photon energy has been integrated from the lower bound mγ
to a maximum cut off ∆E, and into a hard part, calculated by means of
a complete diagrammatic calculation. The soft real contribution contains
explicitly the photon mass parameter mγ . The logarithmic terms contain-
ing mγ cancel exactly in the sum of virtual and soft real part, leaving only
polynomial spurious terms, which approach zero at least as m2γ . The hard
contribution, integrated from theminimumphoton energy∆E to themax-
imum allowed kinematical value, can be calculated with a massless exter-
nal photon. The complete matrix element for such a real radiation has
been calculated with the help of FORM [11], and has been integrated over
the phase space with Monte Carlo methods. As an internal check, the
complete matrix element has been verified to recover (in the limit k → 0,
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where k stands for the photon momentum) the analytical expression of
the eikonal approximation, factorized over the tree-level amplitude. Fur-
thermore, the final cross section has to be independent of the fictitious
separator∆E, for sufficiently small∆E values. This has been checked nu-
merically to hold at the level of few 0.01% for ∆E ≤ 1 MeV, as shown in
Figure 3.8 (right panel), despite the strong sensitivity to∆E of the soft plus
virtual and of the hard cross section separately, as shown in Figure 3.8 (left
panel). The leading logarithmic dependence on ∆E (with opposite coeffi-
cients) in the soft plus virtual and in the hard cross sections is manifest in
the logarithmic scale plot.
NLO SM corrections
The NLO SM QCD corrections to the tW signature have been calcu-
lated by various authors [12, 13, 14] within the on-shell approximations for
W boson and Top quark. In Ref. [14] the corrections considering also the
decay of the Top quark have been evaluated. Such a calculation is imple-
mented in the fixed-order Monte Carlo program MCFM [15], v5.1, which
we use to estimate the QCD uncertainties associated with the integrated
tW mass distribution. In our simulation we adopt the on-shell approxi-
mation for W and Top quark (available as an option in the MCFM code),
consistently with the electroweak calculation presented in this study. The
input parameter values of the program have been tuned with the ones
adopted in the electroweak calculation. For internal perturbative consis-
tency we used in the NLO calculation the CTEQ6M set for PDFs. In addi-
tion, at NLO there is the need to fix the factorization and renormalization
scales, µF and µR, respectively. The typical way of studying the remaining
QCD theoretical uncertainty of the predictions, as due to missing higher
order terms, is to vary µF and µR around the relevant scale of the process,
which, in the case under study, would be given bymt+mW . However, the
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Figure 3.8: Left: dependence of the O(α) soft plus virtual and hard cross sections on
the soft-hard separator ∆E. Right: independence of the sum of O(α) soft plus virtual
and hard cross sections of the separator ∆E, checked numerically up to an accuracy of
the order of 0.01%.
presence of a b quark in the initial state introduces two subtleties, which
have been addressed in Ref. [14]. The real O(αs) radiation contribution
contains diagrams where an initial state gluon splits into a bb¯ pair giving
rise to the Wtb final state. The collinear g → bb¯ splitting is already ac-
counted for in the b-quark distribution function, used in the lowest order
calculation. Therefore the net contribution from the gg → Wtb diagrams
should be approximately zero, including appropriate counter-terms and
integrating over all b-quark transverse momenta up to µF . In Ref. [14] this
has been checked to happen for µF ≤ 65 GeV. An additional problem as-
sociated with the gg → Wtb diagrams arises in the portion of the phase
space where theWb system crosses over the pole of the virtual Top quark
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propagator. Actually this contribution represents the doubly resonant tt¯
production process, and it is preferable to exclude it from the NLO cor-
rections to the tW process [14]. This is achieved in MCFM by applying
a veto on the pT of the additional b quark that appears at next-to-leading
order. For consistency, the maximum allowed pT of the b quark should
be chosen of the same order of µF . For the above reasons we have se-
lected µ = µF = µR = 50 GeV and p
b veto
T = 50 GeV, as in Ref. [14], and
studied the variation of the resulting K-factor (defined as σNLO/σLO) in
the range 25 GeV ≤ µ ≤ 255 GeV. The K−factor ranges from 1.26 for
µ = 25 GeV to 1.12 for µ = 50 and 100 GeV (1.17 for µ = 255 GeV). The
inclusive NLO cross section varies from 36.07(1) pb for µ = 25 GeV to
34.84(1) pb for µ = 50 GeV, 35.09(1) pb for µ = 100 GeV and 35.86(1) pb
for µ = 255 GeV, thus showing a stability at the level of few per cent, in
agreement with Figure 7 of Ref. [14]. At this point we can study the sta-
bility of the QCD NLO predictions on the partial rates. In Figure 3.9, we
quantify the size of the NLO QCD corrections showing the differential K-
factor, with pb vetoT = 50 GeV. The curves correspond to the values µ = 25
(solid line), 50 (dot-dashed line) and 100 GeV (dashed line) in the NLO
calculation, while the scale of LO calculation is kept fixed at the value
µ0 = 50 GeV. The size of the QCD corrections is of the order of 20%, de-
creasing by about 10%whenMtW ranges from threshold to 1 TeV. The scale
uncertainties are lower than about 4%, being maximal at the highestMtW .
SUSY QCD corrections
The one-loop SUSYQCD effects to the three channels of single Top pro-
duction have been computed at LHC in Ref. [6]. These are radiative cor-
rections with propagation of virtual gluinos in the quantum loop. The nu-
merical analysis of Ref. [6] is performed in the constrained MSSM within
mSUGRA. The MSSM parameters are the five inputs at grand unification
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Figure 3.9: QCD K-factor (σNLO(µ)/σLO(µ0 = 50 GeV)) as a function ofMmaxtW . Solid
line, µ = 25 GeV, dot-dashed line, µ = 50 GeV, dashed line, µ = 100 GeV.
scale
M1/2, M0, A0, tanβ, sign µ, (3.46)
where M1/2,M0, A0 are the universal gaugino mass, scalar mass, and the
trilinear soft breaking parameter in the superpotential. This last parame-
ter has been set to A0 = −200 GeV. The sign of µ is positive.
The effects in the associated production channel are studied by evaluating
theK factor defined as the ratio of the SUSY QCD corrected cross sections
to LO total cross sections, calculated using the CTEQ6M PDFs set. The
dependence of the K factor on the various MSSM parameters is analyzed
in great detail.
The dependence on the gluino mass Mg˜ (M1/2) can be studied at various
values of tan β = 5, 20 and 35. The K factor increases with Mg˜ for small
Mg˜(. 160GeV), while it decreases with Mg˜ for large Mg˜(& 160GeV). In
general the dependence on tan β is rather mild. The typical values are
about K = 1.06.
For example, assuming tan β = 5 and computing theK factor as functions
of Mg˜(M1/2) for different M0, one finds that there are large variations in
K when Mg˜ becomes small. It decreases with Mg˜ and especially rapidly
when Mg˜ . 150GeV at least for M0 = 150GeV. Nevertheless, as soon as
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Mg˜ becomes large, the decoupling of heavy gluinos (Mg˜ & 450GeV) gives
saturated stable values ofK. AgainK ≃ 1.06 forMg˜ . 500GeV. Similar re-
sults are obtained by varying the stop massMt˜1 (M0), assuming tan β = 5,
andM1/2 = 40, 70 and 100GeV, respectively. The K factor is about 1.06 for
most values ofMt˜1 , decreasing slowly withMt˜1 .
In conclusion, the typical SUSY QCD correction to the process of associ-
ated production is about +6% for most values of the explored parameters
values.
Results
Coming back to the genuine electroweak corrections, we present in this
section our results for the distribution dσ/dMtW and for the integrated
cross section in the Standard Model and in the MSSM. In the Figure 3.10
we show the numerical plot of the electroweak effect in the SM scenario,
drawing both the "old" pure electroweak curve and the global effect in-
cluding the hard photon emission: the latter gives a positive and sizable
contribution and the global effect is shifted to positive values in a wide
range of energies.
The following Figures 3.11, 3.12 plot the same effect for the MSSM bench-
mark points SU1 and SU6; as one could expect, since the QED radiation is
a SM effect, the supersymmetric case looks very similar to the SM one.
The behaviour of the integrated cross section is shown in Figure 3.13,
for the Standard Model, and in Figure 3.14 for the MSSM. Again, the pat-
tern is similar. The cross section is integrated from threshold up to a max-
imum invariant massMmaxtW . The electroweak effect is always positive and
is maximum for small MmaxtW . This is a consequence of a coherent sum of
positive one-loop effects coming from the electroweak sector of the MSSM
and from the complete QED contribution. For larger tW invariant masses,
the electroweak SM contribution decreases, and the overall effect is weak-
ened. For what concerns the electroweak SUSY effect, it remains of the
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Figure 3.10: Electroweak one-loop effect on the distribution dσ/dMtW in the Standard
Model. The histogram without hard photon includes the soft-photon contributions only.
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Figure 3.11: Electroweak one-loop effect on the distribution dσ/dMtW in the MSSM at
the benchmark point SU1.
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Figure 3.12: Electroweak one-loop effect on the distribution dσ/dMtW in the MSSM at
the benchmark point SU6.
order of a few (positive) percent in all the considered benchmark points,
the largest effect being obtained in the SU6 case. This is not, though, the
total genuine SUSY effect. In fact, to obtain the latter, one still has to add
the SUSY QCD contribution of Ref. [6]. The corresponding effect on the
integrated partial rates is shown by the dashed curves in the right panels
of Figure 3.14 in a qualitative, but essentially correct, way, simulating the
SUSY QCD component by a constant 6% shift, consistently with the anal-
ysis of Ref. [6]. From an inspection of Figure 3.14 one can conclude that,
for final invariant masses of the 400 GeV size, an overall one-loop effect
of approximately 13-14% is produced in the MSSM by the positive sum of
electroweak and SUSY QCD contributions. The size of the genuine one-
loop SUSY effect is of, roughly, ten percent.
To obtain the complete value of the rates it is now sufficient to add the
remaining SM QCD effect: in this way, the complete one-loop expression
of the rates can be obtained. Since this low energy region should be safe
from the dangerous backgrounds of tt¯ and WWj productions, one can
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Figure 3.13: Integrated cross section (from threshold up to MmaxtW ) and electroweak
one-loop effect in the SM.
expect that the partial rate could be a relatively clean observable, and a
deviation of the 10% from the standard model predictions should not es-
cape the detection at the LHC, representing a relevant test of genuine susy
effect of the MSSM at LHC.
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Figure 3.14: Integrated cross section (from threshold up to MmaxtW ) and electroweak
one-loop effect in the MSSM at the benchmark point SU1 and SU6. SUSY QCD correc-
tions have been inserted in the dashed line of right panel and simulated by a +6% shift,
consistently with the analysis of Ref. [6].
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Chapter 4
t-channel
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter we analyse the one-loop electroweak corrections for the
so called "t-channel" Single Top production, the dominant process for the
Single Top production at LHC.
The chapter is organized as follows: in the first part we concentrate our
attention on the dominant partonic process ub → td, presenting the an-
alytical and numerical results of the one-loop effect. In the second part
we extend our analysis to the whole process: the other subdominant pro-
cesses for tq (and t¯q) can be easily obtained from ub → td, using crossing
symmetry at the partonic level and replacing the relevant masses.
4.2 Kinematics and born amplitude for ub→ td
At Born level, the partonic process ub→ td is described by a single di-
agram describingW propagation in the t-channel.
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
W
u
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d
t
We define the Mandelstam variables
s = (pb + pu)
2 = (pt + pd)
2, t = (pb − pt)2 = (pu − pd)2, (4.1)
and also introduce q′ = pb − pt = pd − pu, so t = q′2. The momenta for the
partons are defined as follows
pb = (Eb, 0, 0, p) pu = (Eu, 0, 0,−p)
pt = (Et, p
′ sin θ, 0, p′ cos θ) pd = (Ed,−p′ sin θ, 0,−p′ cos θ)
where
Eu = (s +m
2
u −m2b)/(2
√
s) Eb = (s+m
2
b −m2u)/(2
√
s) (4.2)
Et = (s+m
2
t −m2d)/(2
√
s) Ed = (s+m
2
d −m2t )/(2
√
s) (4.3)
p2 = (1/(4s))(s− (mu +mb)2)(s− (mu −mb)2) (4.4)
(p′)2 = (1/(4s))(s− (mt +md)2)(s− (mt −md)2) (4.5)
t = (pb − pt)2 = m2b +m2t − 2EbEt + 2pp′ cos θ (4.6)
u = (pb − pd)2 = m2b +m2d − 2EbEd − 2pp′ cos θ (4.7)
The Born level amplitude is simply obtained:
ABorn =
e2
2s2W (t−M2W )
[u¯(t)γµPLu(b)][u¯(d)γµPLu(u)] (4.8)
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4.3 One-loop description
We shall now present the one-loop description of the process ub → td.
We shall renormalize the process according to the on-shell renormalization
scheme. Our notation will be consistent with [1]. We shall systematically
neglect radiative corrections proportional to powers of the light quarks
masses; this approximation simplifies the calculation and, for instance, al-
lows to drop all diagrams with a propagation in the t-channel of a virtual
particle different thanW−.
The Born term receives radiative corrections that can be split in several
classes. In detail, they consist of
1. counterterms and internal/external self-energies
2. vertex corrections to the light or heavy quark charged current
3. box contributions, i.e. genuine one-particle irreducible four legs diagrams
4. real soft photon radiation
We shall now discuss separately each class and its specific features. A list
of the generic one loop diagrams is shown in Fig. (4.1) and Fig. (4.2).
4.3.1 Self-energies and counterterms
The counterterms and self-energy contributions can all be expresses
in terms of the external quarks and gauge bosons self-energies [2]. The
amplitude correction due to self-energies and counterterms reads
A = ABorn [ 1 + 2(δZW1 − δZW2 )
+
1
2
(δZbL + δZ
u
L + δZ
t
L + δZ
d
L + δΨt + δΨu)−
ΣˆWW (t)
t−M2W
] (4.9)
where the fermionic counterterm contributions are given in terms of "down
quark" quantities [1] exploiting SU(2)L symmetry. As a consequence, the
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Figure 4.1: Generic diagrams for the process ub→ td. The labels S, F, V denote generic
particles with spin 0, 1/2, and 1
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Figure 4.2: Generic diagrams for the process ub→ td. The labels S, F, V denote generic
particles with spin 0, 1/2, and 1
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residue of the up-type quark propagator at the mass pole must be cor-
rected by adding a finite wave-function renormalization relative to the
up-type light and heavy quarks. We have
δZtL = δZ
b
L δZ
u
L = δZ
d
L (4.10)
with, for f = d, b
δZfL = −ΣfL(m2f )−m2f [Σ
′f
L (m
2
f) + Σ
′f
R (m
2
f) + 2Σ
′f
S (m
2
f )] (4.11)
δΨu = −{ΣuL(m2u) + δZdL +m2u[Σ
′u
L (m
2
u) + Σ
′u
R (m
2
u) + 2Σ
′u
S (m
2
u)]} (4.12)
δΨt = −{ΣtL(m2t ) + δZbL +m2t [Σ
′t
L(m
2
t ) + Σ
′t
R(m
2
t ) + 2Σ
′t
S(m
2
t )]} (4.13)
and with
δZW1 − δZW2 =
ΣγZ(0)
sW cWM
2
Z
(4.14)
ΣˆWW (t)
t−M2W
=
ΣWW (t)−ReΣWW (M2W )
t−M2W
−Πγ(0)− 2cWΣ
γZ(0)
sWM
2
Z
+
c2W
s2W
(
ReΣZZ(M2Z)
M2Z
− ReΣ
WW (M2W )
M2W
) (4.15)
Concerning UV divergences, we remark that the renormalized function
ΣˆWW is convergent but the unrenormalized functions Σ are generally di-
vergent. The resulting divergences in A due to the combination 2(δZW1 −
δZW2 )+δZ
b
L+δZ
d
L will be canceled by the divergences appearing in the ver-
tex corrections. This works separately for the purely SM and the genuine
SUSY subsets of diagrams.
4.3.2 Vertex corrections
The vertex corrections are the one-loop diagrams correcting the charged
currents associated to the light or heavy quarks. We simply list the rele-
vant classes of diagrams, i.e. denote subclasses of diagrams by the internal
(possibly generic) virtual particles.
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For the light quark charged current, we computed the following six
classes of diagrams
(uV 0d), (WdV 0), (V 0uW ), (χ−i d˜L,Rχ
0
j ), (χ
0
j u˜L,Rχ
+
i ), (u˜Lχ
0
j d˜L), (4.16)
where V 0 = γ, Z0.
For the heavy quark charged current, we have instead 13 classes
(tV 0b), (tSb), (WbV 0), (V 0tW ), (V 0tS−), (WbS0), (S+bV 0), (4.17)
(S0tW ), (S0tS−), (S+bS0), (χ+i b˜L,Rχ
0
j), (χ
0
j t˜L,Rχ
−
i ), (t˜Lχ
0
i b˜L). (4.18)
where V 0 = γ, Z0, and S0, S± denote a neutral or charged scalar particle.
4.3.3 Box corrections
We considered four classes of box diagrams. As a general remark, we
remind that box diagrams are not UV divergent in this process. Of course,
those with the exchange of a virtual photon produce hard IR divergences
to be canceled by the real soft radiation, as usual.
4.3.4 Cancellation of IR divergences
Following the same notation of 3.3.5, we denote by ABorn and A1 loop
any invariant helicity scattering amplitude evaluated at Born or one-loop
level. The IR regulating fictitious photon mass will be denoted by λ. The
IR cancellation between (soft) real radiation and virtual photon exchange
holds in every helicity channel separately and we have checked it numer-
ically. It reads(ABorn)2 (1 + α
2π
δs
)
+ 2ABorn A1 loop = IR finite. (4.19)
Here, δS is the correction factor taking into account the emission of soft
real photons with energy from λ up to Emaxγ ≪
√
s [3]. In fact, the singular
part of δS is quite simple
δS = log
λ
Emaxγ
∑
i,j
δi,jS + regular terms as λ→ 0 (4.20)
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where i and j runs over all pairs of external particles. There are two types
of contributions δi,jS : the diagonal ones with i = j and the off diagonal ones
with i 6= j [3]. The diagonal terms with i = j match the IR divergence in
the counterterms associated to the i-th external line [4]. The off-diagonal
radiation terms i 6= j match the IR divergence in the diagrams where the
i-th and j-th external lines are connected by a virtual photon. These can
be of vertex or box type. For our preliminary analysis, we have fixed the
(reasonable) value Emaxγ = 0.1 GeV.
Since the digrams involving the exchange of a virtual photon between the
W in the t-channel and one of the quark lines are IR finite, we do not
include the real soft photon emission from the W line; in principle this
kind of diagrams are necessary to ensure the global gauge invariance of
the amplitude; we checked that they vanish in the limit Eγ → 0.
4.4 Numerical results for ub→ td
Effects in the distribution dσ
ds
We shall concentrate our analysis on the investigation of the electroweak
one-loop MSSM effect on the unpolarized cross section, for which a pre-
liminary discussion of the expected experimental error already exists [5].
In principle, the final Top polarization could also be measured, but a sim-
ilar experimental analysis has not yet been completed, to our knowledge.
The starting quantity will be therefore the inclusive differential cross sec-
tion of the process, defined as usual as:
dσ(PP → td+X)
ds
=
1
S
∫ cos θmax
cos θmin
d cos θ [ Lub
dσub→td
d cos θ
(s) ] (4.21)
where τ = s
S
, and Lub is the parton process luminosity.
Lub =
∫ y¯max
y¯min
dy¯
[
b(x)u(
τ
x
) + u(x)b(
τ
x
)
]
(4.22)
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where the notation is the same of 3.41: S is the total pp c.m. energy, i(x) are
the distributions of the parton i [6]. We use the set of parton distribution
functions LO MRST (Martin, Roberts, Stirling, Thorne) available on [7].
The limits of integrations for y¯ depend on the cuts (see appendix C); we
have chosen a maximal rapidity Y = 2 and a minimum pT : pT,min = 10
GeV.
As in tW case note that we are at this stage considering as kinematical
observable the initial partons c.m. energy
√
s, and not the realistic final
state invariant massMtd.
4.4.1 SM results
We begin the presentation of our results with the standard model case.
In Figure (4.3, a) we show the percentage one-loop effect for the differential
distribution dσ/ds: the effect is always negative and increases in magni-
tude with energy up to quite large values. Of course the total integrated
cross section is dominated bymoderate values of
√
s, not much larger than
the production threshold. Hence, to appreciate the actual relevance of the
effect, we show in Figure (4.3, b) the percentage one-loop effect on the inte-
grated cross section from threshold up to a certain
√
s. The curve saturates
around 700-800 GeV where it reaches a plateau effect of about -12%.
We outline that at this stage the electroweak effect has to be taken as a par-
tial result: we are not including the hard photon emission, that could give
a substantial contribution.
4.4.2 MSSM results
Following the same procedure as in tW case we analysed the one-loop
effect in the four mSugra benchmark points LS1, LS2, SU1 and SU6: as
a general feature, we have found a relatively small genuine SUSY effect,
typically of the few percent size. In Figure (4.4) we show the comparison
between the SM one-loop effect and the MSSM one. As one can see, the
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Figure 4.3: Full one-loop calculation in the Standard Model. Panel (a) shows the per-
centual effect on the distribution dσ/ds. Panel (b) shows the effect on the integrated cross
section from threshold up to
√
s.
genuine SUSY effect varies between, approximately, two and three per-
cent, depending on the chosen point. At the aimed LHC accuracy level of
five percent for this process, the SUSY effect in the mSUGRA scenario ap-
pears in general definitely too small for being detected, independently on
the chosen values of the parameters. This negative conclusion deserves,
we believe, some comments.
An almost unavoidable conclusion is that a potentially large genuine SUSY
effect necessitates a scenario where at least some of the virtual particles
that can be exchanged in the Feynman diagrams are, indeed, light, in par-
ticular with respect to the realistic energies of the process. From an experi-
mental point of view, an upper limit of energy could be placed in our opin-
ion at about 1 TeV, and a realistic range to be examined might be 500-1000
GeV. We shall assume for the moment realistic experimental conditions in
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Figure 4.4: Percentual effects in the differential cross section dσ/ds in the four consid-
ered MSSM scenarios. The SM curve is also shown in each case.
this range. We do not have yet at our disposal an accurate experimental
analysis for this process, analogous to that performed by members of the
Top Atlas group for the process of tt production [8].
A first possibility appears to be that of abandoning the mSUGRA symme-
try breaking scheme, but this study appears to be definitely beyond the
purposes of this thesis. Still, simply to perform a pioneering investiga-
tion, we have examined a first example of such a proposal. To be definite,
we have chosen the recently proposed approach that can be called light
stop scenarios connected with electroweak baryogenesis [9]. These scenar-
ios involve CP violating phases. Here, we simply exploit some features
of the expected mass spectrum. In particular, in these models, one of the
stop quarks is particularly light (around one hundred GeV) and one very
light neutralino and one very light chargino also exist. In principle, this
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might lead to a sensible effect of Yukawa kind, coming from the vertex
with virtual stop, chargino and neutralino, which might be satisfactorily
parameterized via a logarithmic expansion in view of the common small-
ness of the involved masses.
A scenario of this kind was already investigated by Hollik’s group in the
process of tt production [10], and led to reasonably large (of the ten percent
size) SUSY virtual effects. We took thenmass values of this point and com-
puted the related effect on the distribution, allowing the light stop mass
to vary between 105 and 120 GeV and fixing the remaining parameters as
in [10]. Figure (4.5) shows the complete relative effect at 1 TeV. As one sees,
at 1 TeV and away from the threshold peak, the situation is quite similar to
that already discussed with the genuine SUSY effect giving a (rather) small
positive contribution of a few percents. Instead, near the threshold there
can be a strong peak that could be visible at the expected LHC experimen-
tal accuracy. It is reasonable to guess that after dedicated analysis of these
threshold effects, possibly including width or higher order effects, some
large effect could survive in the neighborhood of the threshold. As a tech-
nical remark, we warn the reader that in this scenario, the light neutralino
is of the Higgsino type. Other points, as for instance the Les Houches
2005 benchmark point defined as LHS-2, recently proposed to experimen-
tal consideration at LHC [11], have a bino-like light neutralino which de-
presses the above peak effect leaving a ≃ +2% genuine SUSY effect at 1
TeV mildly dependent on the light stop mass.
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4.5 The complete t-channel
The complete description of the t-channel involves at partonic level
four sub-processes for single t production: ub → td, d¯b → tu¯, cb → ts,
s¯b→ tc¯, and the related four for the single t¯ production.
The starting point is the cross section for the ub→ td process with the com-
plete set of one-loop electroweak corrections as computed in the previous
section: the one-loop cross sections for all the eight partonic processes can
be obtained in a straightforward way, by using a "crossing" prescription,
and replacing the masses.
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4.5.1 Crossing symmetry
We restart from the total amplitude for the t-channel process ub → dt,
and rewrite the results using 3 types of invariant amplitudes:
(I) For Born + triangles + direct and twisted SM boxes:
A(I) =
∑
i
N Ii (s, t, u) Ji(I) (4.23)
where
Ji(I) = [u¯(d)O
I
1u(u)][u¯(t)O
I
2u(b)] (4.24)
(II) For direct SUSY boxes:
A(II) =
∑
i
N IIi (s, t, u) Ji(II) (4.25)
where
Ji(II) = [v¯(b)O
II
1 u(u)][u¯(t)O
II
2 v(d)] (4.26)
(III) For twisted SUSY boxes:
A(III) =
∑
i
N IIIi (s, t, u) Ji(III) (4.27)
where
Ji(III) = [u¯(d)O
III
1 u(b)][u¯(t)O
III
2 u(u)] (4.28)
The explicit definition of the various invariant forms needed is given be-
low: for the Born term we define
IBLL = [u¯(t)γ
µPLu(b)][u¯(d)γµPLu(u)] (4.29)
and more generally
IBIJ = [u¯(d)γµPIu(u)][u¯(t)γµPJu(b)] (4.30)
I1IJ = [u¯(d)PIu(u)][u¯(t)(γ.pu)PJu(b)] I
2
IJ = [u¯(d)PIu(u)][u¯(t)(γ.pd)PJu(b)]
(4.31)
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I
′1
ij = [u¯(d)(γ.pb)Piu(u)][u¯(t)Pju(b)] I
′2
ij = [u¯(d)(γ.pt)Piu(u)][u¯(t)Pju(b)]
(4.32)
For the Direct SM Boxes
IBIJ = [u¯(d)γµPiu(u)][u¯(t)γ
µPju(b)] (4.33)
IB5IJ = [u¯(d)γµP
′
Iu(u)][u¯(t)γ
µP ′Ju(b)] (4.34)
where P ′R = PR, P
′
L = −PL
IaIJ = [u¯(d)(γ.pt)PIu(u)][u¯(t)(γ.pu)PJu(b)] (4.35)
IcIJ = [u¯(d)(γ.pb)PIu(u)][u¯(t)(γ.pd)PJu(b)] (4.36)
IdIJ = [u¯(d)(γ
µ)PIu(u)][u¯(t)γµ(γ.pu)PJu(b)] (4.37)
IeIJ = [u¯(d)(γ
µ)PIu(u)][u¯(t)(γ.pd)γµPJu(b)] (4.38)
IfIJ = [u¯(d)(γ
ν)(γ.pt)(γ
µ)PIu(u)][u¯(t)(γν)(γ.pu)(γµ)PJu(b)] (4.39)
IgIJ = [u¯(d)(γ
ν)(γ.pt)(γ
µ)PIu(u)][u¯(t)(γν)(γ.pd)(γµ)PJu(b)] (4.40)
IhIJ = [u¯(d)(γ
µ)PIu(u)][u¯(t)(γµ)(γ.pd)(γ.pu)PJu(b)] (4.41)
ImIJ = [u¯(d)(γ
µ)(γ.pt)(γ.pb)PIu(u)][u¯(t)(γµ)PJu(b)] (4.42)
InIJ = [u¯(d)(γ
ν)(γ.pt)(γ
µ)PIu(u)][u¯(t)(γν)(γµ)PJu(b)] (4.43)
For Direct SUSY Boxes
I˜BIJ = [v¯(b)γµPIu(u)][u¯(t)γ
µPJv(d)] (4.44)
I˜aIJ = [v¯(b)PIu(u)][u¯(t)PJv(d)] (4.45)
I˜cIJ = [v¯(b)(γ.pt)PIu(u)][u¯(t)PJv(d)] (4.46)
I˜dIJ = [v¯(b)(γ.pd)PIu(u)][u¯(t)PJv(d)] (4.47)
I˜eIJ = [v¯(b)PIu(u)][u¯(t)(γ.pu)PJv(d)] (4.48)
I˜fIJ = [v¯(b)(γ.pd)PIu(u)][u¯(t)(γ.pu)PJv(d)] (4.49)
I˜gIJ = [v¯(b)(γ.pt)PIu(u)][u¯(t)(γ.pu)PJv(d)] (4.50)
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For Twisted SM Boxes
IBIJ = [u¯(d)γµPIu(u)][u¯(t)γ
µPJu(b)] (4.51)
IB5IJ = [u¯(d)γµP
′
Iu(u)][u¯(t)γ
µP ′Ju(b)] (4.52)
where P ′R = PR, P
′
L = −PL
I
′a
I˜J
= [u¯(d)(γ.pb)PIu(u)][u¯(t)(γ.pu)PJu(b)] (4.53)
I
′c
I˜J
= [u¯(d)(γ.pt)PIu(u)][u¯(t)(γ.pd)PJu(b)] (4.54)
I
′d
I˜J
= [u¯(d)(γµ)PIu(u)][u¯(t)(γ.pu)(γµ)PJu(b)] (4.55)
I
′e
IJ = [u¯(d)(γ
µ)PIu(u)][u¯(t)γµ(γ.pd)PJu(b)] (4.56)
I
′f
IJ = [u¯(d)(γ
ν)(γ.pb)γ
µPIu(u)][u¯(t)γµ(γ.pd)(γν)PJu(b)] (4.57)
I
′g
IJ = [u¯(d)(γ
ν)(γ.pb)(γ
µ)PIu(u)][u¯(t)(γµ)(γ.pb)(γν)PJu(b)] (4.58)
I
′h
IJ = [u¯(d)(γ
µ)PIu(u)][u¯(t)(γ.pu)(γ.pd)(γµ)PJu(b)] (4.59)
I
′m
IJ = [u¯(d)(γ
µ)(γ.pb)(γ.pt)PIu(u)][u¯(t)(γµ)PJu(b)] (4.60)
I
′n
IJ = [u¯(d)(γ
ν)(γ.pb)(γ
µ)PIu(u)][u¯(t)(γµ)(γ
ν)PJu(b)] (4.61)
For the Twisted SUSY Boxes
I˜
′B
IJ = [u¯(d)γµPIu(b)][u¯(t)γ
µPJu(u)] (4.62)
I˜ ′aIJ = [u¯(d)PIu(b)][u¯(t)PJu(u)] (4.63)
I˜
′c
IJ = [u¯(d)PIu(b)][u¯(t)(γ.pb)PJu(u)] (4.64)
I˜
′d
IJ = [u¯(d)PIu(b)][u¯(t)(γ.pd)PJu(u)] (4.65)
I˜
′e
IJ = [u¯(d)(γ.pu)PIu(b)][u¯(t)PJu(u)] (4.66)
I˜
′f
IJ = [u¯(d)(γ.pu)PIu(b)][u¯(t)(γ.pd)PJu(u)] (4.67)
I˜
′g
IJ = [u¯(d)(γ.pu)PIu(b)][u¯(t)(γ.pb)PJu(u)] (4.68)
The helicity amplitudes Fλ(b),λ(u)λ(t)λ(d) were obtained by explicit use of the
Dirac spinors in Ji(I, II, III) . The "crossed" t-channel process d¯b → u¯t is
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described by starting from ub→ dt and only exchanging the d and u lines
(leaving the b and t lines unchanged); the incoming u becomes an outgo-
ing u¯, the outgoing d becomes an incoming d¯. The scattering angle θ is still
the angle between pt and pb (and now also between pu¯ and pd¯). In terms of
Mandelstam variables this is equivalent to exchange t→ t, s→ u, u→ s.

W
u
b
d
t
=⇒

W
d¯
b
u¯
t
At the amplitude level we can translate the results for the ub→ td process
as
A′′(I) =
∑
i
N Ii (u, t, s) J
′′
i (I) (4.69)
where
J ′′i (I) = [v¯(d¯)O
I′′
1 v(u¯)][u¯(t)O
I′′
2 u(b)] (4.70)
A′′(II) =
∑
i
N IIi (u, t, s) J
′′
i (II) (4.71)
where
J ′′i (II) = [v¯(b)O
II′′
1 v(u¯)][u¯(t)O
II′′
2 u(d¯)] (4.72)
A′′(III) =
∑
i
N IIIi (u, t, s) J
′′
i (III) (4.73)
where
J ′′i (III) = [v¯(d¯)O
III′′
1 u(b)][u¯(t)O
III′′
2 v(u¯)] (4.74)
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Obtaining that, to compute the helicity amplitudes Fλ(b),λ(d¯)λ(t)λ(u¯) of the
crossed process it is sufficient:
1) to take the t-channel N I,II,IIIi (s, t, u) and write N
I,II,III
i (u, t, s)
2) to use the t-channel OI,II,IIIi and to replace pu by −pu¯ and pd by −pd¯
in order to obtain the OI,II,III
′′
i before making the decomposition of the
appropriate Dirac spinors.
The "crossing" rule can be applied to obtain the unpolarized parton cross
section of d¯b→ u¯t:
dσ
d cos θ
(d¯b→ u¯t) = p
′
128πsp
∑
spins
|F (d¯b→ u¯t)|2
=
p′
128πsp
[
∑
spins
|F (ub→ dt)|2](s→ u, u→ s)
(4.75)
For the t¯ production the cross sections can be calculated using the identi-
ties
dσ
d cos θ
(ub→ td) = dσ
d cos θ
(u¯b¯→ d¯t¯)
dσ
d cos θ
(d¯b→ tu¯) = dσ
d cos θ
(db¯→ ut¯) (4.76)
and finally the processes involving the second generation c, s and s¯, c¯ quarks
can be computed from the previous, simply replacing the masses of the ex-
ternal particles (and some masses in the loop corrections).
4.5.2 Numerical results for the complete t-channel
The analysis will concentrate on the investigation of the virtual elec-
troweak effects on unpolarized cross sections. The final Top polarization
can in principle be measured [15] probably not in the first LHC running
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period, and we shall devote a forthcoming work to the study of its main
features. Following our usual notation we define:
dσ(PP → t(t¯)q′ +X)
ds
=
1
S
∑
q
∫ cos θmax
cos θmin
d cos θ [ Lqb(b¯)
dσqb(b¯)→t(t¯)q′
d cos θ
(s) ] (4.77)
where the initial quark q and the relative final q′ are q = u, d¯, c, s¯, q′ =
d, u¯, s, c¯ , for t production, and q = u¯, d, c¯, s, q′ = d¯, u, s¯, c , for t¯ production.
τ = s
S
, and Lqb is the parton process luminosity,
Lqb(b¯) =
∫ y¯max(tq′)
y¯min(tq′)
dy¯
[
b(x)q(
τ
x
) + q(x)b(
τ
x
)
]
(4.78)
Our starting quantities will therefore be, following the previous discus-
sion, the inclusive differential cross sections of the eight processes, de-
fined in Eq. (4.77). The main results are very similar to those obtained for
the dominant subprocess: we have systematically found a modest gen-
uinely supersymmetric (i.e. beyond the pure Standard Model) effect. In
Figure (4.6) we have shown the various distributions for the eight differ-
ent processes. One sees that the dominant cross sections correspond to
the final (t, d) and (t¯, u) pairs, as expected from the corresponding larger
initial states parton distribution functions. One also notices a generally
smooth shape in energy for all the computed distributions. In the next
Figure (4.7) we have shown the total distributions for final Top and final
Antitop, obtained summing in each Figure the corresponding four terms
of Figure (4.6), and separating the Born from the one loop term, the latter
having been computed both for the SM and for the MSSM. We shall only
show the results for that benchmark point where the small effect is maxi-
mum, corresponding to the ATLAS DC2 SU6 point.
In all the remaining considered points the effect is slightly smaller. In prac-
tice, it remains constantly of the few percent relative size. To better appre-
ciate it, we have also shown the relative one-loop electroweak effects. One
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Figure 4.6: Differential distribution dσ/dECM for the 4+4 partonic processes of single t
or t¯ quark production.
notices that, while the relative genuine SUSY effect (i.e. the difference be-
tween SM and MSSM) remains systematically of the few percent size (in
particular, two percent at the representative c.m. energy of 1 TeV), the rel-
ative SM effect is impressively large.
Around the 1 TeV energy, chosen for pure indicative reasons , it reaches
the 30 % size. More relevant for our next analysis, when the energy is de-
creased toward threshold, it remains always negative and sizable, reach-
ing the 10% value for low energy values.
It is likely that in the first period of LHC running a more experimen-
tally meaningful observable is, rather than the energy distribution, the in-
tegrated cross section. In this spirit, we have shown in Figure (4.8) the
result of the energy integration of the previous distributions, performing
the integration from threshold to a variable final energy, to be fixed by ex-
perimental arguments. More precisely Figure (4.8) shows the integrated
cross section for final Top and the sum of the two integrated cross sec-
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Figure 4.7: Differential distribution dσ/dECM for the total rate of production of single t
and t¯quark at Born level and with full electroweak radiative corrections in the SM and in
the MSSM. The right panel shown the percentual radiative effect in the SM and MSSM.
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tions for final Top and final Antitop, which might be simpler to analyze
in the first LHC period. The main (and partially unexpected) result of our
analysis is, in our opinion, the fact that the electroweak effect at one-loop
is large. This is true for the SM and also, although not as a consequence
of sizable genuine SUSY effects, for the MSSM in the mSUGRA scheme
that we have chosen. One sees that an integration up to the (reasonable)
1 TeV limit exhibits a SM effect of ≃ 12 %, slightly reduced in the MSSM.
It should be stressed that the available calculations of the corresponding
one-loop QCD effects [12, 13, 14] produce definitely smaller results, of the
few percent size.
This fact deserves a final comment: the large surprising percentual effect
of the one-loop corrections includes at this stage the "pure" electroweak
component only, being the hard photon emission still under work, as an-
ticipated. As a preliminary comment we can anticipate that we expect,
from our previous experience, that the inclusion of the hard photon emis-
sion will highly reduce the global effect of the one-loop corrections, pro-
ducing a total global effect of order of a few percent.
In this context, since the small contribution arising both from the QCD and
the electroweak one-loop part and considering the very weak sensitivity
of the t-channel to the presence of the SUSY particles, the t-channel pro-
cess could be a suitable candidate to perform a precise and clean measure
of the Vtb parameter.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
In this thesis we report our results for the first complete calculation of
the one-loop electroweak corrections for the two dominant processes of
single Top production at the Large Hadron Collider.
For the tW production process we present the complete calculation of
the one-loop electroweak effect and then we combine our results with the
available calculation for the QCD and SUSY QCD corrections, providing
a complete one loop description of the process. Our interest has been con-
centrated on the particular quantities that we have defined as partial rates,
with special emphasis on the low (400 GeV) final invariant mass. In this
region with the addition of SUSY QCD one-loop terms, the genuine SUSY
contribution reaches the 10% size. We do not have yet at our disposal a
rigorous experimental analysis of the tW production process, which seems
to us extremely relevant and necessary. It is well known that the largest
background for associated tW production is top quark pair production.
From the point of view of signal identification, the region with small tW
invariant mass, near the tt threshold, has possibly a chance to be optimal.
Waiting for a dedicated effort we can though rely on the fact that a mea-
surement of the rate at the ten percent level should be considered as a
"must" project for the study of single top production. Should this result be
met, the measurement of our partial rates could indeed represent a rele-
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vant and original test of genuine SUSY effects in the MSSM at LHC.
The electroweak corrections for the t-channel are less sensitive to the pres-
ence of the SUSY particles: this conclusion holds for all the four examined
benchmark points in the mSUGRA scheme, with a possible more relevant
SUSY effect in the light stop scenario, for which we presented a very pre-
liminary and limited analysis. In addition, considering the small contri-
bution of the SUSY QCD corrections, in the mSUGRA scenario it will be
probably impossible to detect at the LHC any deviation from the SM pre-
dictions.
In the SM context the size of the electroweak corrections without the hard
emission seems to be very large, but we expect that the total effect should
be considerably reduced adding the hard emission part. In this case the
global one-loop effect, both in the SM and in the supersymmetric scenario,
should be small: this fact allows a precise theoretical determination of the
cross section (very small QCD effect and related scales uncertainties, very
weak dependence of new electroweak parameters) andmake the t-channel
a promising and clean candidate process to perform the measurement of
the Vtb parameter.
Appendix A
Sudakov expansion of the process
gb→ tW
Let us now consider the high energy behavior of the bg → tW helic-
ity amplitudes Fλµλ′µ′ , where λ, µ, λ
′, µ′ refer to the helicities λb, λg, λt, λW
respectively. Several simplifications appear in the Born and in the one-
loop contributions. When s ≫ m2i (mi being the internal or external in-
volved masses), ignoring m2i /s contributions, the non-suppressed Born
amplitudes reduce to F−−−−, F−+−+ for transverse W and F−++0 for lon-
gitudinalW .
The leading high energy Born helicity amplitudes are
FBorn−−−− →
egs
sW
√
2
(
λl
2
)
2
cos θ
2
(A.1)
FBorn−+−+ →
egs
sW
√
2
(
λl
2
)2 cos
θ
2
(A.2)
FBorn−++0 →
egs
sW
(
λl
2
)
mt
MW
cos
θ
2
(
1− cos θ
1 + cos θ
) (A.3)
Note thatF−++0 is controlled by the top Yukawa coupling factor∼ mt/MW .
In fact the amplitude F+−−0 also occurs but at a much weaker level as it is
controlled by the bottom Yukawa coupling factor ∼ mb/MW .
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At one loop, these amplitudes receive logarithmic enhancements as dis-
cussed in several papers, called Sudakov terms. These terms are separated
into universal and into angular dependent components. From the rules es-
tablished in [2], one expects the following expressions (there are misprints
in the paper [1]; The correct equations are the following Eqs. (31-46)). For
transverseW amplitudes:
FUniv−,µ,−,µ = F
Born
−,µ,−,µ[
1
2
( cew(bb¯)L + c
ew(tt¯)L ) + c
ew(WT )] (A.4)
cew(qq¯)L = c
ew(q˜˜¯q)L = c(qq¯, gauge)L + c(qq¯, yuk)L (A.5)
c(dd¯, gauge)L = c(uu¯, gauge)L =
α(1 + 26c2W )
144πs2W c
2
W
(n log
s
m2W
− log2 s
m2W
)
(A.6)
c(dd¯, gauge)R =
α
36πc2W
(n log
s
m2W
− log2 s
m2W
) (A.7)
c(uu¯, gauge)R =
α
9πc2W
(n log
s
m2W
− log2 s
m2W
) (A.8)
where n = 3, 2 in SM and MSSM, respectively.
c(bb¯, yuk)L = c(tt¯, yuk)L = − α
16πs2W
[log
s
m2W
] [
m2t
m2W
yt +
m2b
m2W
yb] (A.9)
c(bb¯, yuk)R = − α
8πs2W
[log
s
m2W
] [
m2b
m2W
yb] (A.10)
c(tt¯, yuk)R = − α
8πs2W
[log
s
m2W
] [
m2t
m2W
yt] (A.11)
where yt = 1, 2(1 + cot
2 β) and yb = 1, 2(1 + tan
2 β) in SM and MSSM,
respectively.
cew(WT ) =
α
4πs2W
[− log2 s
M2W
] (A.12)
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and for the longitudinalW−0 amplitude:
FUniv−,+,+,0 = F
Born
−,+,+,0[
1
2
( cew(bb¯)L + c
ew(tt¯)R ) + c
ew(W0)] (A.13)
with, in SM:
cew(W0) =
α
4π
{ [− 1 + 2c
2
W
8s2W c
2
W
log2
s
M2W
]
+[log
s
M2W
][− 15− 42c
2
W
72s2W c
2
W
+
3(m2t −m2b)
8s2WM
2
W
] } (A.14)
such that
FUniv−,+,+,0 = F
Born
−,+,+,0[
α
4π
]{ [− log2 s
M2W
][
13 + 14c2W
36s2W c
2
W
]
+[
1 + 2c2W
2s2W c
2
W
− m
2
b
2s2W c
2
W
][log
s
M2W
] } (A.15)
whereas in MSSM :
cew(W0) =
α
4π
{[− 1 + 2c
2
W
8s2W c
2
W
log2
s
M2W
]
+[log
s
M2W
][− 17 + 10c
2
W
36s2W c
2
W
+
m2b
4s2WM
2
W
(1 + tan2 β) +
3m2t
4s2WM
2
W
(1 + cot2 β)]}
(A.16)
such that
FUniv−,+,+,0 = F
Born
−,+,+,0[
α
4π
]{ [− log2 s
M2W
][
13 + 14c2W
36s2W c
2
W
] } (A.17)
(in which all single logs cancel !).
For the electroweak angular terms we find:
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F ang−,µ,−,µ = F
Born
−,µ,−,µ[−
α
2π
][log
s
M2W
]{ [log −t
s
][
1− 10c2W
36s2W c
2
W
] +
1
s2W
log
−u
s
}
(A.18)
F ang−,+,+,0 = F
Born
−,+,+,0[−
α
24πc2W
][log
s
M2W
]{ [4
3
log
−t
s
]− 1− 10c
2
W
s2W
log
−u
s
}
(A.19)
Note that the longitudinal W amplitudes satisfy the equivalence theo-
remwhich states that, neglectingm2i /s contributions, they should coincide
with the amplitudes for the process bg → tG−,G− being the charged Gold-
stone boson. We have checked, by using the asymptotic expansions of the
B, C, D functions appearing in the self-energies, triangle and box ampli-
tudes that our full one-loop result produces the logarithmic contributions
expected by the rules given above.
These resulting asymptotic expressions deserve several comments. In the
case of transverse W production, one checks that at Born and one-loop
level and at next-to-leading logarithmic accuracy in addition to trivial fer-
mion chirality constraint λt = λb = −1/2 gauge boson helicity conserva-
tion [3] is preserved, both in SM and MSSM cases, i.e. only µ = µ′ am-
plitudes survive. One then sees that the MSSM differs from the SM in the
single logarithm contributions, n = 2 instead of n = 3 for gauge terms and
2(1 + cot2 β) or 2(1 + tan2 β) Yukawa enhancements, especially large for
large tanβ.
In the case of longitudinalW production, the Born amplitude is controlled
by the Yukawamt/MW factor associated to fermion chirality violation λt =
−λb = 1/2 and satisfies also the rule λg + λb = λt which is an extension
of the GBHC rule [3]. An additional remarkable feature appears for the
single log contribution, namely it totally cancels in the MSSM case.
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Figure A.1: Comparison between the full one loop and Sudakov calculations of the
effect in the distribution dσ/ds. The left panel shows the Standard Model case. The right
panel shows the LS2MSSM scenario, which is the lightest considered. In the upper figure
we show the two curves, whereas in the lower panel, we have shifted the Sudakov effect
by a constant +6%. For purposes of comparison, we have switched off QED radiation
and setMγ =MZ .
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Appendix B
Sudakov expansion of the process
ub→ td
B.0.3 Sudakov expansion from general rules
The Born amplitude can bewritten with explicit helicity quantumnum-
bers of the external fermions
ABorn =
2πα
s2W (t−M2W )
[u¯(d, τ ′)γµPLu(u, λ
′)][u¯(t, τ)γµPLu(b, λ)] (B.1)
where λ, λ′, τ, τ ′ are the b, u, t, d helicities, PR,L = (1± γ5)/2 are the projec-
tors on R,L chiralities. It is convenient to work with helicity amplitudes
Fλ,λ′,τ,τ ′ ; retaining only the top mass and setting all the remaining masses
equal to zero leaves one single amplitude F−−−−:
FBorn−−−− =
4παs
√
β
s2W (t−M2W )
(B.2)
with β = pt
Et
= 1− m2t
s
. The expression of the differential cross section after
color average is
dσBorn
d cos θ
=
β2πα2s
8s4W (t−M2W )2
(B.3)
At one-loop, the Sudakov electroweak corrections can be of universal and
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of angular dependent kind. The effect of the universal terms on the helicity
amplitude can be summarized as follows:
FUniv−−−− = F
Born
−−−−
1
2
[ cew(bb¯)L + c
ew(uu¯)L + c
ew(dd¯)L + c
ew(tt¯)L] (B.4)
where, in the MSSM [1]:
cew(qq¯)L = c
ew(q˜˜¯q)L = c(qq¯, gauge)L + c(qq¯, Yukawa)L (B.5)
c(dd¯, gauge)L = c(uu¯, gauge)L =
α(1 + 26c2W )
144πs2W c
2
W
(2 log
s
M2W
− log2 s
M2W
)
(B.6)
c(bb¯, Yukawa)L = c(tt¯, Yukawa)L =
= − α
8πs2W
[log
s
M2W
][
m2t
M2W
(1 + cot2 β) +
m2b
M2W
(1 + tan2 β)]
(B.7)
where tanβ is, as usual, the ratio v2/v1 of Higgs vacuum expectation val-
ues. The scale of the squared logarithms is determined at this NLO loga-
rithmic order in the Sudakov expansion. It is always a gauge boson mass.
It can be MW ,MZ or the fictitious IR regulating photon mass Mγ . The
high-energy SU(2) × U(1) gauge structure is clearer if we set write all ex-
pressions with Mγ ,MZ set to MW . The above expressions adhere to this
convention. For what concerns the single logarithms, the scale is arbitrary
at logarithmic NLO. UsingMW as the logarithmic scale of the expansion,
as we do in this discussion, leaves out residual NNLO energy indepen-
dent terms ∼ log(M/MW ), where M is the, possibly different, true scale.
The angular dependent terms have the following expression:
F ang−−−− = F
Born
−−−− c
ang
−−−− (B.8)
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where
cang−−−− = −
α(1 + 8c2W )
18πs2W c
2
W
[log
−u
s
][log
s
M2W
]− α(1− 10c
2
W )
36πs2W c
2
W
[log
−t
s
][log
s
M2W
]
(B.9)
At high energy we have t ≃ − s
2
(1− cos θ) and u ≃ − s
2
(1 + cos θ). In addi-
tion to the previous terms of Sudakov type, there are at one-loop "known"
linear logarithms of RG origin, whose expression we quote for complete-
ness:
FRG−−−− = −
1
4π2
[g4β˜0
dFBorn−−−−
dg2
][log
s
M2W
] =
α2s
√
β
s4W (t−M2W )
[log
s
M2W
] (B.10)
using the lowest order Renormalization Group β function for the gauge
coupling g = e/sW : β˜0 = − 14 in MSSM, β˜0 = 1924 in SM.
B.0.4 Sudakov expansion from the diagrammatic expan-
sion
We now list all the separate energy-growing MSSM contributions to
the radiatively corrected process. At the end, we shall combine them to
reproduce the previous NLO expansion.
Born amplitude and corrections
As we have seen, the asymptotic form of the Born amplitude in the
(−,−,−,−) helicity channel is
FBorn−−−− =
4πα
s2W
s
t
. (B.11)
In the Sudakov approximation, we obtain the full amplitude by adding
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several energy growing terms which we shall denote as
F Sudakov−−−− = F
Born
−−−−+F
WW
−−−−+F
∆,light quark
−−−− +F
∆,heavy quark
−−−− +F
,direct
−−−− +F
,twisted
−−−− .
(B.12)
The origin of the various terms is as follows. FWW−−−− comes from the W
gauge boson self energy, F∆,light quark−−−− +F
∆,heavy quark
−−−− is the contribution from
the vertex corrections, F,direct−−−− + F
,twisted
−−−− is from the two types of box
diagrams. We now list the various detailed expressions for the corrections.
W self energy
The W self-energy contribution to the helicity amplitude is
FWW−−−− =
5α2
s4W
s
t
log s (B.13)
Vertex corrections
The light quark vertex correction is (MZ,W,γ →MV )
F∆,light quark−−−− =
2α2
s4W
s
t
[
(2 log s− log2 t
M2V
)
1− 10c2W
72c2W
]
(B.14)
The heavy quark vertex correction is
F∆,heavy quark−−−− =
2α2
s4W
s
t
[
(2 log s− log2 t
M2V
)
1− 10c2W
72c2W
− 1
4M2W
(m̂2t + m̂
2
b) log s
]
(B.15)
where m̂t = mt/ sin β and m̂b = mb/ cosβ.
Box diagrams
The box logarithmic terms only arise in the SM. The direct box contri-
bution is
F,direct−−−− = α
21− 10c2W
9s4W c
2
W
s
t
log2
s
M2V
(B.16)
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The twisted box contribution is
F,twisted−−−− = −α2
1 + 8c2W
9s4W c
2
W
s
t
log2
u
M2V
(B.17)
Summing up: The complete Sudakov expansion
We can separate the angular single logarithms as follows
F∆,light+heavy quark−−−− = F
Born
−−−−
α
π
[
1− 10c2W
72s2W c
2
W
(2 log s− log2 s
M2V
)
− 1
8M2W s
2
W
(m̂2t + m̂
2
b) log s−
1− 10c2W
36s2W c
2
W
log s log
t
s
]
(B.18)
Also,
F,direct+twisted−−−− = F
Born
−−−−
α
π
[
− 1
2s2W
log2
s
M2V
− 1 + 8c
2
W
18s2W c
2
W
log s log
u
s
]
(B.19)
Adding and subtracting −1/s2W log s we can write the factor in square
brackets as
[· · ·] = − 1
s2W
log s+
1
2s2W
(2 log s− log2 s
M2V
)− 1 + 8c
2
W
18s2W c
2
W
log s log
u
s
(B.20)
Therefore, in conclusion, in the MSSM:
F Sudakov−−−− = F
Born
−−−− · c+ FRG−−−− (B.21)
where
c =
α
π
[
1 + 26c2W
72s2W c
2
W
(2 log s− log2 s
M2V
)− 1
8M2Ws
2
W
(m̂2t + m̂
2
b) log s
−1 + 8c
2
W
18s2W c
2
W
log s log
u
s
− 1− 10c
2
W
36s2W c
2
W
log s log
t
s
]
(B.22)
FRG−−−− =
α2
s4W
s
t
log s (B.23)
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The RG log is a combination of the added/subtracted single logarithm
plus the WW term
FRG−−−− = F
Born
−−−−
α
π
(
− 1
s2W
log s
)
+ FWW−−−− (B.24)
In the SM there are changes in the triangles and in the WW self energy.
The final result is quite similar and reads
c =
α
π
[
1 + 26c2W
72s2W c
2
W
(3 log s− log2 s
M2V
)− 1
16M2W s
2
W
(m2t +m
2
b) log s
−1 + 8c
2
W
18s2W c
2
W
log s log
u
s
− 1− 10c
2
W
36s2W c
2
W
log s log
t
s
]
(B.25)
FRG−−−− = −
19
6
α2
s4W
s
t
log s (B.26)
as one sees, these results are in full agreement with the expansion obtained
from general rules in [1]. The full one-loop effect can be compared with
the Sudakov approximation. With this aim, we fix a suitable kinematical
configuration. In particular, we impose a strong angular cut to avoid the
region of small t which is physically the most important, but where the
Sudakov approximation fails since it requires s, t, u to be much larger than
the process typical mass scales. Also, for the purpose of comparison, we
switch off the QED real corrections and regulate the IR divergent one loop
diagrams with the fictitious massMγ → MZ . As explained, this is needed
in order to exploit the SU(2) × U(1) inspired simple expressions for the
Sudakov corrections. The result of the comparison is shown in Fig. (B.1).
Here, one can see that just above 500 GeV, the NLO Sudakov approxima-
tion provide a quite good representation of the energy slope of the dis-
tributions. In practice, a fitted constant representing the NNLO term in
the expansion is enough to reproduce quite accurately the full one-loop
result with a value of the constant that reduces the effect by an amount
that approaches, at 1 TeV, the 50% of the logarithmic approximation.
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Figure B.1: Comparison between the full one-loop calculation in the Standard Model
and the NLO Sudakov approximation. As explained in the text, a strong angular cut is
imposed as well as the fictitious definitionMγ =MZ . Real QED radiation is consistently
switched off.
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Figure B.2: Comparison between the full one-loop calculation in the MSSM and the
NLO Sudakov approximation. Two scenarios are considered, SU1 and SU6. As in the SM
case, a strong angular cut is imposed as well as the fictitious definition Mγ = MZ . Real
QED radiation is consistently switched off.
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Appendix C
LHC kinematical cuts
C.1 Definitions
Taking the proton-proton c.m. system as the lab-system, the lab-momenta
of the produced particle i and j are
pµi = (Ei, pT , pi cosφi) , p
µ
j = (Ej ,−pT , pj cosφj) , (C.1)
We assign for both the tW and the t-channel processes j =Top, somj > mi.
Their transverse momenta are obviously just opposite
pT ≡ pT i = −pTj , (C.2)
while their transverse energies ET i =
√
p2T +m
2
i , ETj =
√
p2T +m
2
j are
used to define
xT i =
2ET i√
s
, βT i = pT/ET i =
√
1− 4m
2
i
sx2T i
,
xTj =
2ETj√
s
, βTj = pT/ETj =
√
1− 4m
2
j
sx2Tj
. (C.3)
Note that
E2Tj = E
2
T i +m
2
j −m2i x2Tj = x2T i +
4(m2j −m2i )
s
(C.4)
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The rapidities and production angles of i, j, in the lab-system, are related
to their energies and momenta along the beam-axis by
e2yi =
Ei + pi cosφi
Ei − pi cosφi , e
2yj =
Ej + pj cosφj
Ej − pj cosφj (C.5)
The center-of-mass rapidity y¯ of the i, j pair, and their respective rapidities
y∗i in their own c.m. frame, are defined as
yi = y¯ + y
∗
i , yj = y¯ + y
∗
j , (C.6)
∆y ≡ yi − yj = y∗i − y∗j . (C.7)
The energies of the two final particles in their c.m.-frame are
E∗i =
sˆ+m2i −m2j
2
√
s
, E∗j =
sˆ+m2j −m2i
2
√
s
, (C.8)
their momentum is
p∗ =
1
2
√
s
[(s−m2i −m2j )2 − 4m2im2j ]1/2 (C.9)
and their velocities
β∗i = p
∗/E∗i =
[(s−m2i −m2j )2 − 4m2im2j ]
1
2
s+ (m2i −m2j )
,
β∗j = p
∗/E∗j =
[(s−m2i −m2j )2 − 4m2im2j ]
1
2
s− (m2i −m2j )
. (C.10)
We also have
cos θ =
tanh y∗i
β∗i
= − tanh y
∗
j
β∗j
, sin θ =
pT
p∗
, (C.11)
where θ describes the production angle in the i, j c.m. frame.
χi ≡ e2y∗i = 1 + β
∗
i cos θ
1− β∗i cos θ
,
χj ≡ e2y∗j =
1− β∗j cos θ
1 + β∗j cos θ
, . (C.12)
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Note that
β∗i cos θ =
χi − 1
χi + 1
,
χj =
χi(m
2
j −m2i ) +M2
χiM2 +m2j −m2i
, (C.13)
p2T =
(s+m2i −m2j )2χi − sm2i (1 + χi)2
s(1 + χi)2
(C.14)
C.1.1 Constraints and cuts
We take as independent variables s, y and χi; The relevant derived
quantities are
χj =
χi(m
2
j −m2i ) + s
sχi +m
2
j −m2i
(C.15)
yi,j = y + y
∗
i,j = y +
1
2
logχi,j (C.16)
The momentum fractions of the the incoming partons
xa =
√
τey, xb =
√
τe−y, τ =
s
S
(C.17)
and
x2T i =
4(s+m2i −m2j )2χi
sS(1 + χi)2
, x2Tj =
4(s+m2j −m2i )2χj
sS(1 + χj)2
(C.18)
p2T =
(s+m2i −m2j )2χi − sm2i (1 + χi)2
s(1 + χi)2
(C.19)
Cuts on y
The constraints on y are
xa,b < 1, |yi| < Yi (C.20)
They can be solved immediately for each value of χi as follows (χj is al-
ways computed from C.15)
ymax = min
{
−1
2
log τ, Yi − 1
2
logχi, Yj − 1
2
logχj
}
(C.21)
ymin = max
{
1
2
log τ,−Yi − 1
2
logχi,−Yj − 1
2
logχj
}
(C.22)
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Of course, when ymin > ymax, there is nothing to be done.
Cuts on χi with no constraints on pT
The constraints on χi are more complicated. First, we require χi > 0.
Sincemj > mi this condition is also automatically fulfilled by χj . For each
χi it must be possible to reconstruct the center of mass scattering angle θ
from
β∗ cos θ =
χi − 1
χi + 1
, β∗ =
((s−m2i −m2j )2 − 4m2im2j)1/2
s +m2i −m2j
(C.23)
This leads immediately to
(A)
1− β∗
1 + β∗
< χi <
1 + β∗
1− β∗ (C.24)
The constraint (A) automatically enforces the condition χi > 0 that can be
dropped.
A second basic condition is the reality of pT . Asking p
2
T > 0we arrive at
(B)
ρ− 2−
√
ρ(ρ− 4)
2
< χi <
ρ− 2 +
√
ρ(ρ− 4)
2
(C.25)
where
ρ =
(s+m2i −m2j )2
s m2i
(C.26)
The two bounds in (B) are always real since ρ > 4 for s > (mi +mj)
2.
After some algebra it can be checked that the condition (B) also implies
that βT i and βTj are real with
βT i =
√
1− 4m
2
i
Sx2T i
, βTj =
√
1− 4m
2
j
Sx2Tj
(C.27)
In conclusion, the cuts on χi apparently are
χi,max = min{1 + β
∗
1− β∗ ,
ρ− 2 +√ρ(ρ− 4)
2
}, (C.28)
χi,min = max{1− β
∗
1 + β∗
,
ρ− 2−√ρ(ρ− 4)
2
}, (C.29)
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Now, one can check the remarkable relation (and a similar one for the other
bound)
1 + β∗
1− β∗ =
ρ− 2 +√ρ(ρ− 4)
2
(C.30)
from which it follows that the cuts are
χi,max =
1 + β∗
1− β∗ , (C.31)
χi,min =
1− β∗
1 + β∗
(C.32)
which correspond to the full range of the c.m. scattering angle
0 ≤ θ < π (C.33)
Cuts on χi with a pT,min
If we require the additional constraint
pT > pT,min (C.34)
then we must solve
χi
(1 + χi)2
>
s(m2i + p
2
T,min)
(s+m2i −m2j )2
≡ 1
λ
(C.35)
Solutions are possible if λ > 4 or, simply after some algebra,
pT < p
∗ (C.36)
where p∗ is the c.m. momentum
p∗ =
1
2
√
s
[(s−m2i −m2j )2 − 4m2im2j ]1/2 (C.37)
The cuts on χi are then
χi,max = min{1 + β
∗
1− β∗ ,
λ− 2 +
√
λ(λ− 4)
2
}, (C.38)
χi,min = max{1− β
∗
1 + β∗
,
λ− 2−√λ(λ− 4)
2
}, (C.39)
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C.2 Invariant mass distribution
We define
Lab = Lab(xa, xb, Q) = fb(xa, Q)fg(xb, Q) + fb(xb, Q)fg(xa, Q), (C.40)
with the scale
Q =
√
p2T +m
2
i +
√
p2T +m
2
j
4
(C.41)
The invariant mass distribution is
dσ
ds
=
∫
dχi
∫
dy
s+m2i −m2j
S(1 + χi)2
L
dσ
dt
(C.42)
Then we use
dt =
√
sp∗d cos θ, p∗ =
1
2
√
s
[(s−m2i −m2j )2 − 4m2im2j ]1/2 (C.43)
as well as
β∗d cos θ =
2
(1 + χi)2
dχi (C.44)
to obtain the final expression
dσ
ds
=
1
S
∫
d cos θ
∫
dy L
dσ
d cos θ
(C.45)
with the following cuts on the c.m. scattering angle
(cos θ)max =
1
β∗
χi,max − 1
χi,max + 1
= min
{
1,
1
β∗
√
1− 4s(m
2
i + p
2
T,min)
(s+m2i −m2j )2
}
(cos θ)min = −(cos θ)max (C.46)
